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opinion

I

the independent

Now 01ore than ever,·

PACIFICAN

seek the distinction!

Serving the UOP commun_ity

This will be short and to the point.
Not everything you read or hear (and subsequently believe) is true.
Some of it is blatantly false, while in clever disquise.
Indeed, under casual scrutiny, truths and half-truths are superficially identical.- Traditional information. sources (newspapers, radios,
or committee spokesmen), while boasting nonpartisanship, often secretly
harbor biases which p reclude the objective transmission of facts.
And lending this message local appeal is in no way difficult. The
Raymond-Callison issue is a veritable hotbed of rumor and presupposition, and not all the information made available to the average
student is factual or accurate.
The circumstances are further jaded by narrow-minded, shortsighted, ill-informed gossips eager to be the first with the news. They
distort the truth, and cast unnecessary aspersions upon this painful
situation. And if any significant number of such types band togeth~r in
their noble delusion, inaccuracies and embarrassment are likely to
follow.
Maybe it is because we are lazy and spoiled, but many of us rely on
others to keep us informed. While this is convenient, it is highly dangerous. In our attempts to discern the facts, we are confronted with various
points of view which often differ greatly (depending on which side of the
eucalyptus curtain you reside),
Let us not get caught up in the furor. Obviously there is much at
stake; but just as obviously the Committee's intentions and the Ray-Cal
students' dema nds are not polar opposites.
The demonstration/sit-in staged ten days ago was a publicity stunt.
The students' motives were honorable, their intentions good, but their
strategies wer~ ill-conceived. It's time a more pragmatic, less idealistic
approach was adopted.
It's time we monkees took the hands from our eyes, our ears, and QUr
mouths to see the situation as it is, not as we wish it were.
Truth or half-truth? You be the judge. Seek the distinction.
Steve Cecil
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Freshman class
ra nks among
top in nation
BY DEBBIE PALEY
PA( :n'ICAN REPORTER

Of more than 3,000 existing universities
throughout the United States, freshmen who
have been accepted into the various colleges
within the University of the Pacific have placed
this institution among the top 200 in the country in terms o f having already taken college
level courses.
lt has been reported this year by the College Board in New York ·that UOP, among the
estimated 3,000 institutions in the nation, holds
a position within the top 200. This conjunction
with the number of incoming freshmen who in

A SUOP Speaks
Many students and faculty members a re not aware of the fact that there is
a student-operated travel agency right here on campus. ASUOP TRAVEL is a
full-service travel agency designed to meet the needs of the University Commu~~

'

We specialize in low-cost, local, domestic, and international a ir travel, as
well as charter flights and hotel reservations. In addition to these services, we
issue Internationaf'Student Identification Cards, American Youth Hostel Cards, and Mexican Tourist Cards. We also maintain a small resource library of
travel-related books which students and faculty may check out.
Experienced travelers know that the best way to save money on airfare is
to plan in advance and to take advantage of the many discount fares available.
For example, one student may pay over $400.00 for a round-trip ticket to
New York, while another pays only $229.00 by making all the arrangements
several weeks ahead of time.
Similar discounts are available for travel within California as well. Our
job at ASUOP TRAVEL is to help students and faculty get wherP they are
going with a minimum of cost and trouble, but those who plan in advance will
always get the best deal.
In addition to airline reservations and ticketing, ASUOP TRAVEL is
responsible for a number of special activities throughout the school year. Our
Spring Travel - Faire is always a popular event among both students and
faculty alike, as guest speakers are on hand lo show films and discuss vacation
travel opportunities.
Travel Faire is traditionally the day when we give away travel posters.
.T his year's special trips-sponsored by ASUOP TRAVEL include the tradi~ional Easter Vacation in Mazatlan, the Spring Fling to Disneyland, and
possibly a group trip to Marriot's Great America . More information about
these trips will become available later in the year.
Nancy ]...egg~' and I are your student travel consultants at ASUOP
TRAVEL SERVICE. We are located on the second floor of the Uni'versity
Center in the main entrance of the Associated Student's Offici'. Fall Semester
office hours are Monda) through Friday, 3 to 5 p.m .. or by appointment. In
an effort to meet the ever increasing demand for travel ~ervices, next semester
we will be open four hours a dav.

ASUOP TltA VEL was allocated $1000 of your 1978-79 budget of $233, !80.
· If you have any suggestions as to how we could better serve you, p lease cmtact
me at the Associated Students Office. Your interest and ideas will be app reciated.'
Mike Parks
ASUOP T ravel Director
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for brevity and libel.
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opinions herein expressed shall be assumed by
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IF YOUR PROFESSOR ISN'T
ADHERIN G to policies as stated
in the UOP Faculty Handbook,
read Debbie Paley's report on A cademic Aff airs.
page 3
WITH MID-TER MS BE HIND
US, it's time to become normal,
adjusted young people. Relaxing
is a part of it.
page 7

CARMEN MCRAE, THE WONDERFUL FIRST LADY OF
SOULFUL JAZZ, will perform
with the UOP Jazz Band on
November lOth. Tickets/or the 8
p.m. concert, which will be held in
the Conservatory Auditorium, are
now on sale
page 8

PACIFICAN REPORTER K
KLAPARDA BRINGS US UP TO
DATE ON THE HOMECOMING
QUEEN CONTEST, now in its
second year of reinstatement. Also
featured are the 7 finalists who will
compete for the title of
Homecoming Queen '78- '79
pages 10 and 11
LAYING ITS 3-0 MARK ON
THE LINE, the UOP Tigers foOlball team face the Utah State Aggies this week in what could be
their toughest game of the year
page 13
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high school were advanced placement students
or took those class~s o ffered for college credits.
The ad vanced placement program,
originated in 1955, is intended to assist high
schools in developing and improving collegelevel courses for those of their students who are
more able and motivaJed to participate in
them. The program is also there to help previde nationally recognized examinatiom thiu
would enable the students involved to obtain
course exemptions, credits and other benefits ·
from the colleges of their choice.
PHOto 8Y STEVE

Figures recently tabulated in the UOP Admissions Office show that 425 of the freshmen,
which represents 560fo of their class, through
the advanced placement program, took college
level work while in high school. It has also
been noted that 60CVo of the current freshman
class were members of high school honor so-'
cieties, 85% graduated in the top 25CVo of their
high school graduating class and the average
grade point average was 3.4.
"The fact that UOP is among the top 200
colleges in the country in the area of advanced
placement attests to the quality of our entering
students as well as to the general academic
reputation of the, University," commented
Dean of Admissions E. Leslie Medford Jr.

Grand Dragon Jeffrey Murrey (right) and another high rankln& KlanS:man discuss their situation outside the private park at Lake Commancbe
after being denied admission.

KKK visits Stockton
Paeiflean Reporter John Adams and
News Editor Steve Chan report on a recent
Ku Klux Klan attempt of a cross-lighting
ceremony on the South Shore of Lake
Commanche.
The flaming ritual was unsuccessful
because an owner of the park the KKK wanted to use would n~t let the Klansmen hold

the event, contending that he did not want
any trouble.
The Klansmen contend that they will
not give up. "We are disgusted, but not
discouraged. We are here to stay and we
will never leave," stated a spokesman for
the Klarl.
For more details, see page 4.

Ray-Cal presents ideas
at special open meeting
BY JOE HUDSON
PACIFt(A'I REPORTER

Whether the administration calls it RayCal College, Ray-Cal program, Ray-Cal department, or Ray-Cal institute, it is apparent that
the students of Ray-Cal are more concerned
with their school's structure than it's title.
At the first open meeting of the special
committee to determine the future of the clus·
1er colleges, Dr. John Williams said, " The
faculty and the bulk of the students at Ray-Cal
realize the time for saving the college has
passed, what we are asking now is that the
values of the education be preserved."
The students presented the special comminee with .a list of what they consider "necessary structures", the 12 items are: I) Retention
of current Ray-Cal programs, 2) Retention of
current Ra~-Cal faculty, 3) FleKibility in
programs for individualized education, 4)
Re1ention of integrated overseas option, 5) A
policy of joint appointments between COP and
the new s1ruc1ure of Ray-Cal, 6) A centralized
office location for facuhy, 7) Continued amo-

nomy in determinalion of curriculum, 8) A
lodge and lunchroom for faculty-student exchange, 9) Students· housed together, 10)
Strong student participation in policy formation and governence, II) A grading system th~t
includes the Ray-Cal type narrative evaluation
'
and 12) The availibility of ASUOP funds.
These "demands", as they were called last
week when some of the students marched on
Burns Tower, were presented to the committee
and discussed.
One of the major concerns of the students
was that the committee make it known when
their recommendations would take effect. As
one student stated, "We dgn't want to be in the
exact same position next fall."
One Ray-Cal student was concerned if recrUiting were going on for Ray-Cal presently.
Academic Vice-President Clifford Hand
assured the students that the recruiting for
Ray-Cal by the admissions office was going on
as in previous years.
Some of the major areal> of discussion
were points that had already been brought out,

such as: 1) Even with the best of recruiting, it is
very difficult to get students to come to the
school when you are not sure of the up-coming
curriculum. Because of the changing programs
at Ray-Cal in the last few years, this has been
one of their problems.
2) Some of the students and facuhy
claimed that some of the departments and
faculty of COP have been less than co-operative to Raymond-Callison College.
One student tried to theorize that if RayCal were phased out, the school would lose
money. He said, "If we lose RaymondCallison College, then the university would lose
some of it's distinction, which might decrease
enrollment, therefore the school would lose
money."
The stalement which got the biggest cheer
of all from the partisan Raymond-Callison
audience was from a COP student who said he
had never talcen a class at Ray-Cal until this
semester, and that the school and it's teaching
styles were "what a university should be."
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Dan Dollarhide

Works with the system

with randy bass

Do llarhide feelo, t hat t hi' ho pdu lnc..,., can
be d e1 elo ped mto a prod unilit) that 1\hen cn~ou r aged, by a teac her for in q arH:c, can
beco me a n indi vidua l'> 0 11 n unique approach
to li fe, hi> 011 n sy... tem. " Education , it you can
u\ c it, hel p~ o ne to rea h;e one\el r. It create; a
greater d ignity a nd 1e;pcct fo r 11 hat come> out
o r o ne' \ >11 ea t. " l he\e a rc reawm both lor
teaching and fo r learning.

II\ \Ill• J \l 1\~01'
1'\lltll .. ,'>l \II \\Ri l l R

"There i> no dirtier word to me than the
\)''>tern. You'\'e got to learn to work not ''ith it
and not against it. The onl) thmg that's important is your own work and you own convictions
that you get out or that work . With you own
gut con,iction~. you can get the system to be
)'Ol\l5."

In listening to Dolla rhide tal k about hi'
Fine word'> and perhaps easier said than
life and career, it quickly become~ obvious thut
done, but they come from a man who not only
he i; a man who enjoy; what he doe> a; "ell a\
has a system that's his own, but one that gives
shar ing it with other<;. This i~ especially a pbenefit and pleasure to others as well. It is this
parent in hi ~ a pproach to his art and his perkind of ideal that Don Dollarhide hopes to enforming.
courage in both his students and his art.
A pan-time faculty member of UOP's
"Everything has become so d a mned
Conserva,ory of Music, Dollarhide has been a
serious
in the arts . Well, it's not that you do n't
pan of Pacific since the age of eleven when he
have to be serious aboul what you're doing, it's
became the first grammar school child to ever
just that if you cannot find the fun in being
study at the Conservatory. Since then, his
serious, then I think you 'vc lost the meaning of
talents a s a pianist and his absolute inability to
Don Dollarhide pnctices on the piano in prepantion for his November 30 perdoing it. You've got to love doing it and love
resist being a ham have taken him from a
formance slated at the Conservatory Auditorium where he will play Bach,
doing it means fun and fun mean~ comcareer as a child television and radio star and
Beethovea, Debussy and Cbo'pin.
munication and sharing. I really can't be alone
professional jazz musician to his current
and
be satisfied with my work."
position at Pacific.
Throughout his years as both a student and teacher at Paciric, Dollarhide has seen
He has toured Canada, Australia, and the U.S. and made appearances on the Ed
Sullivan and Jack Paar shows, as will• as recently giving several concerts throughout Gerchanges in students and faculty . He feels that earlier students did not feel the need to fight
many .
for certain rights, partly because they were not influenced by a faculty that opposed any
After studying for four yeari in Europe, Dollarhide returned to the U.S. where he
part of society.
. received his Bachelors from San Francisco State and later earned his Masters here at UOP
On the other hand, many educators today encourage a belief in oneself rather than in
before he was offered a position teaching piano in the Conservatory. He works with about
the system. He also sees young people today as being closer to sociological truths in that
20 UOP students each year as well as teaching several other students from the community.
they are more thoughtful in working for their r ights.
'
As a teacher, he is keenly aware of his potential to influence his students both
Although Dollarhide sometimes questions certain aspects of curriculum and training,
musically and philosophically. "When I think of my actual function with students, then I
he considers the Conservatory to be "a quality school that works" and one that succeeds in
have to say that in each individual identity, regardless of where they are, what they do, how
helping students take advantage of career opportunities. With all his energy and eagerness
they play or how they don't play, there is a wonderful thing called being hopeful that is
to share his talents and experiences, it's obvious that he is an integral part of that quality
such a worthwhile project to serve and l teach for that .' •
and is sincerely concerned with contributing to a relevent and viable education.

World news _o f the week
COMPILED BY JOHN AOAMS PA(;It"KAN STAH WRITER

Protestors march against government
Thousands of protestors clashed with
security forces across Iran, defyina the government's ban on demonstrations. Officials said
at least eight people were killed in the communities of Kermanshah and Dezful. Troops
used tear gas and fired guns into the air to disperse protestors in Tehran.
Military trucks, armored cars and tanks
rolled down streets leading to Tehran University, where more than 10,000 gathered to
demand the resignation of the government and
to shout support for the Ayatullah Rouhollah
Khumayni, the exiled religious leader who is
now living in Paris.

Mexican controllers back on tbe controls
Mexico's Communications Ministry said
civilian air traffic controllers returned to their
jobs ending a four-week strike following a
go·:ernment takeover of the private company
that had employed them . The controllers had
resisted becoming state employees, fearing loss
of their collective bargaining rights. Military
air controllers were used during the strike to
keep about half of Mexico's airports functioning.

--------

Kenya's Nf'·v Leaders

Backers of Kenya's newly elected President Daniel Arap Moi won a landslide victory
during the weekend for the country's fir:.t toplevel Kenya African National Union Party clec-

ti'on..< jl;l 12 tc:ar

~

•' • •••

• • ••• ••••' ••

The late President Jomo Kenyatta let the
KANUP fade into insignificance, but Mr. Arap
is trying to revive it, apparently to help him
·wage a campaign against corruption.
Finance Minister Mwai Kibaki, recently
appointed vice-president of the republic, won
the same position in the party. He comes from
Central Province, home of Mr. Kenyatta's
dominant Kikuyu tribe>.

Fighting continued in the northern city of
Bilboa as radical Basque demonstrators
clashed with riot police in a show of violence
that forced thousands of moderate nationalists
to curtail a peace march.
Police sources said 15 persons were
detained for carrying gasoline bombs and for
refusing to disperse. They gave no total for the
number of injured.
More than 100,000 people turned out for
the silent peace march organized by the Basque
Nationalist Party to demand an end of violence
in the troub.ed province.

Prince Fahd sees no large oil hike
Saudi Arabia's Crown Prince Fahd was
quoted as saying he hoped OPEC countries
would not impose large oil price increases when
they meet in Abu Dhabi next month.
Saudi Arabia has taken the view that oil
price increases should reflect both the national
good of the producer and the interests of other
peoples and nations.
"OPEC will study the issue. but I can
already tell you that I hope the increase will not
be large," Fahd told the Madrid newspaper in
an interview.

tions, coupled with soil erosion, the rapid conversion of farmland to nonagricultural uses,
and the expansion of deserts is causing the global farmland shortage. His report said that the
U.S. alone was losing about 2.5 million acres
of farmland a year.
Among the possible solutions pinpointed
by the report were the establishment of
national land usc plans to designate a certain
percentage of land for farming, such as
Japan's, and greater efforts at population control.

Majority rule for Rhodesia delayed
Rhodesian Prime Minister Ian Smith said
he did not believe black majority rule in
Rhodesia could begin on Dec. 3 1 as long was
promised by the country's biracial transitional
government.
He told a news conference that "purely
mechanical reasons" had delayed the program
for the end of white minority rule agreed on by
himself and three black nationalist leaders.

into America's hl"art as the title roll in the Vietor Herbert classic "Babes
in Toildland." In 19 71. he recorded his first h is single with Gladys Knightand tlw Pipes. "Midnight Dra in to Georgia ."
Rapid !)- becoming an American Standard, he's a fixture in every household . Though h is life and work a re genera lly private, he has consented to a
tete a tete wi th the Pacifican's Ra ndy Bath in order to create the first toilet
a rticle of the year: An excl usive interview with Flush Gordon.
Bass: Before I sta rt, Cordon- is there another cha ir in here? No, forgt't it, 1
stand ha lf the time I'm in here anyway. Well, lt!t'S not sta ll any longer and just
plunge right in. Yo u' re not nervous, are you?
Gordon: Me? No, I'm fine. I've dont> big time stuff like this before. This isn 't
the first toilet paper I've been quoted in. I've even madt> a couple appearances
on Tissues and Answers as well as being interviewed by the Wall Street Urinal.
Bass: Well , good, as long as you've got a .h andle on it, we can start Living
here In South-West Hall, and obviously being central to residence life, what
are your functions?
Gordon: I see myself as a kind of Resident Assistant. Whether your roommate
won't shut up, classes too tough, girlfriend wrote you a Dear John letter, I can
help you get out your problems. Sometimes people come with headaches,
stomachaches. I do the best I can. They might get sick but I'm receptive to
their troubles. I know it's not home. I can offer them tile and all but it doesu't
make them feel any better.
Bass: I know, but you must be very popular doing so much good for people?
Gordon: That's an interesting misconception. The Black Collar worker is a
hated breed. 1 mean the handwriti~gs on the wall-We have a lot of enemies.
So, as defense, everyone must go through basic toilet training, as commanded
by our joints chiefs of staph.

We always have td be on our guard against disinfectant and dat infectant... We must ';atch. out for new kinds of bowlistics and anti-septic tanks. I
underst~nd they ve drscovered a chemical, saccharin, that's known to cause
c~ncer ~n Lavatory animals. What's next? Where does it end? Soon they'll be
di_spensmg.of paper towels, committing seat covers to sanitariums, and do-ing
Without torlets altogether! Someday when they want one and can't f' d
In one,
t h ey 'II regret th is antagonism.
Ba~: Now, Gordon, calm down. You don't want to get flushed. I think
you ve been a little unreasonable. There must be some f~mous and resf,ected
restrooms?
·

Go~don: A..few. Farrah's Fawcett. The White_House Out House, Olivia Newtons John, but as a high genus I think we're destined for elimination
~ass: ~hat's truly a sa·d· note to end up on. For now this is Randy Bass, Sewer
srde, wrth another Pacafacan exclusive.

s

Soviet dissenters fonn labor association

Viet refugees land by bo&t in Malaysia
A taal of 351 Vietnamese refugees, including

•

In 19G7, playing oppmite Chr istopher Plumber, he sang and dancNI h is
"'-<1)-

A group of eight Soviet dissenters said they
have formed an independent labor association to
continue the efforts of a worker's union diSrupted
by the KGB security police earlier this year.
The eight said they founded the Free Interprofessional Association of Workers because the
interests of Soviet workers were not represented by
any nonstate organization.
The· association which already has 100 members will work from the base of the Free Trade
Union formed late last year by workers from
saeral Soviet cities to voice grievances aaainst enplayers, the organizers said.

BY TRACEY JONES AND JORGE RAYA

Tod Spitts (Soph., Ray-Cal): I think it's on imposition on
human rights. The fact of being homosexual is irrelevant to
classroom education. A leocher is there to teach material on a
subject and ~JOt on sexual values. I would vote no.

Susan Britton (Sr., Conservatory): I believe that it would be an
infringement upon an individual's rights to prevent him from
teaching because ofsexualpreference. I am going to vote no.

Paul Hauben (Prof., COP History Dept.): I think Proposition
6 is a disgrace. Unfortunately I would not be surprised if it
passed. Logically, legally and ethically this could be applied to
any sexual category you want, and ! think homosexuals are first bemg singled out. Present laws already handle acts in this
regard, and proposition 6 would make advocacy •n anyone's
part a crime which treads on the 1st amendment.

Jose Antonio Lopef. (Fr., CoveO): I'm neither for it or against
it. If they don 't hove any influence on the children, they
should be allowed to teach. I don't think we should stop
people / rom doing what they wont to do. It's not fair. l t 'son
inf ringement on their human rights.

Akbar Shakemia (Sr., School of Engineering): Homosexuals
are human beings. They have f eelings and they have rights to
do what they want to do. They shouldn't be separated from
society . Whether we want it or not, they are among us.

Bino Bhatia (Soph., COP): I 11m for ft. I don't think
homosexuals are a good influence on children. / think it limits
a small child's perspective to be around them. Children tend to
imitate important adults around them. They definitely try to ·
emulate a teacher's behavior.

Worldwide croplands shrinking

more than 200 women and children, landed in two
boats on the ooast of the Malaysian <tate of Trangganu after crossing the South China Sea, a police
spokesman said.
The o;poke.man said the refugee. who ani\ed
were taken to a refugee camp on Bidong island to
ay,ait resettlement in We:.~em counuie;.
Following the latest anhal, offJCiab e.timated
there were now about 18,!XX> V'~etnamese "Boat
JltlOP(c" in various camps in Mala~ awaiting re-

•Jernenc

By the end of the century the worldwide
spread of town and citie. is expected to claim a t
least 62 billion acres of croplands that feed 84
mtllion people, the Worldwatch Institute warned . The institute report said that the trend
could help drive up the price of feed and, in
turn, could increase the likelihood of political
turmoil.
World watch In titule Prcsrdent Le~te r
Br""'c r~ rlr.lr alr~yino-e<Bing poputtr- • •

Sue Porter (School of Business & Public Administntion, Fr.):
The U .S, Department o f Labor announced that the con~umer price index rose 0.80fo 111
September. up from 0.6'lt in August and 0.54ro
m J uly fhe September mcrease outra n wage
gains during the month by 0.3v:o, leading to a
3.3 declin~ in purchasing power,over the last 12
·monllis: • • • • • • • • • • • • • '

Kevin Mack (Sr., COP): I think any distinction made between
one individual and another is artificial and legal-ideological
heresy. The teneiS of the proposition defy tht> legality of the
system from which it was created.

I don't thmk people should be discouraged from teaching j ust
bt>cause they're gay . It doesn 't really have anythfng to do with
their teaching ability.
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Editor~s
------------Oh What Times

lla-.· you lll'\t'r st•t•n or ht·ard that a I1011St'
divided cannot stand? Why, it's as if Abraham
Lnll'oln is lnt·ompn·lll'usihlt>.

To the Editor:
How long will you msist upon dduding
yoursclvt-s in this ridil'ulous.Jashion'? You at'l
out this ritual as if you oclit-vt•d yourst•ht·s sinl't'rc. Your t>yt•s bt•tray vou!
How long will you t:ontinue to expt>rimcnt
with the indulgence of otht•rs·~ This prq>osterous manifestation of your inadequacies is unfortunatt" indt>t"d.
Your t>yes art' haz} should you wnturt• lu
perl'l•iv!' your own sins, but if you st·an at tho~~
of another are you as keen of sight as an eagle?
Your penilt'nt:e is token wht>n l'Ompan'l.l
next to your foolish St'lf-luvt-, or the pain you inflict upon thp sympathetic· with your superstitious back stabbing.
Who among yoo hears the trains pass by at
night? Who among you hears tht> va.llt>~
breathe at dawn? Who among you has .an}·
idea where we are? Who among'you is not but
a spoiled rat?
As long as y<m assert that differenl:eshoukl
exist between you and it matters not what elst>,
then shall it be so. And how it is so is a9 embarrassment for a ll. For some of your number
flaunt degeneracy as )f it wert> the high!'st virtue attainable in this life. Shall I pass over
mentiun of the extent to whi!'h moral de!'line
h as affected your sexual, drinking, and drug
hab its, so that I might concentrate on these inconsistencies in your character which result
from d ivision?

I'll pn•lt•ml munwntaril' thJt ~ott an• nul
so stupid as that. t•rrum·ous as sut·h a supposition ma~ bt•. What lht·n, what kind, what
m,mm•r u[ ~ours an• you at·ting uut'? Pt•rhaps a
qut•stionnain• should Ill' distrihutt>d to ~ou : Do
yo11 .always follow lht• path-rns of yuur fa mil~ '? ·
In what way does your psychological nature
bind ~uu, from first to last, tu this insidious
t·onspiral'~ '? Nt•t>d I in~inuatt• mort•'? What is a
hrit'k'?
For all tht• talk of dialt>ctit· and all tlw
babble t·ont·t>rning k<~rnla, nt'H' r was less undt•rstood on how tht•st· t·ont•t>pts should n•late to
a t·oncretl' historit-al t•xmnplt•. In or<IPr fur ,1
dialt'l'tit· to sut'ct'l'll. the respt•ctiw• idt>as must
finally Ill' ahsorl>l·d into one anotht•r. Bttt if n •u
pt•rsi~t in your ways, your karma shall not
warrant it. Your historit·al signifit·anc·t• shall
be nothing. Bt' unwilling to ruin t'vt•rything
)Oil."l' workt'd fur 9n bt>h,tlf of sonw retm·dial
notion of ind!'pendent·e.
Tht> time ha; long passed for assimilation.
What art' you afraid of? Do your duty to thost•
\aiUt•s you hold dear to your heart. You all
know of the !!'ding that smnt'thing of your
ways is going to 0.. lost. Why not makt' it thP
shit you stand neck dct•p in? Like a mother
l'linging to her dead baby, you continut• this
mPanin!!;ll'ss l'har.ule.
Don't waste your n urture. Thl' d.-ath of
Raymond will not nt·gatC' her signifil'anc·t•
unless by your continued pffnrts shC' fails to t-nter into thl' mainstream of tinw.

Pacifican Classifieds
Hd•"-e<l

TO MS. A slightly bela~rd birthday wish, bul
wishing it all the same. Steve

SPERM donor> wan1ed for anificial insemination program. Li~raJ remuneratiQn.
CaU -464-1360, aslt for Ka1hy.

KYLE Ickycu ... (Slay tuned for pan IV of this
mediocrely interestina serial.}

ADDRESSERS Wanted immediately!
Work at home - no experience necessary -

ANYONE inlerested in a trip to the East Coast
in January to especially see museums, call
Kathryn, Eve., 462-1162.

exttUmt pay. Write American Service, 83SO
Parltl.ane,Suilcl27, Dallas, TX 7~231

C O NGR AT ULATIO NS to the Fourteen
Kara1~ or Alpha Chi Omega: Judy Aguilera,
Cathy Buccheri, Calhy Carlson, Lucy
C haidez, Kath y Devonshire, Jennifer Elder,
Cecc Goldberg, Anne Johrulon, Becky Man,
Jcnni Minardi, cathy Prior. Kathy Smilh,

Karen Taketa. Audrey Umeda, upcn their
initiation. Welcome!!

ECKANKAR is the big adnnturc! You don't
need a · speceship to travd the universe, and
may reach far beyond, by usina the techniques
of Eckankar. Get information from Ucli Sacchet, 943-046~ (Werner 218).

HP-2~ Securily Cradle for sale. Bard) used
two months. ln mind condition. An excellent
buy at S20. cau Sieve a1 943-0540.

FREE
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

IT'S here! 1979 Chaner Information London
Round-Trip from S359
Lima round-trip
from $329. Get your brochures at ASUOP
Travd Service.

"Salut from Nantes, fran~ to all my frie nds
-Write!" Peuy M.
RIDE NEEDED from UOP to LA (USC area)
on November 22 and a rtturn ridt on NO\:ember 26. We would be willing to spUt cos1 of sas
and are willin&lo drive. Contact Mary Wright
or Susan Pourat at Carter House, phone 9o469071 or cmlrex 2878.

Ht•pt•nl ~our t'\ il ways. End 'u;1r di, isiun.
Ah,uulon ~our sill~ dt•nwnds. Hl'l inquish )OUrst'h t•s from tlw ft•ar~ of l'~lindiun. Emb~at·t•
~our lutun•. What t·nwanlit•t• will prt'"'nl ~ nu·~
How shall you hidt• it'? How shall yuu dart' to
t·ompldion'r

Do~ ou nmsidt·r tlw <tdminislratiun ,;f this
to bt• so lack in!!: in t·ompassion that it
would l'ast out a livin~. lm·ing. pt•nih·.nt souli'
Quit projt•din!( your monstrous paranoia.
Your brothl'r l'illls tu you. lim" shall vou answl'r him?
uniwrsit~

Hl'f<' I stand in this ~bominablt· nos.s fin-.
Tlwn· is no t·a mp fnr mt•. Nt>t•d I sht'll a II 111~
ll'ar~ that vou might t·onw to your Sl't1SI''? I
suppnst• lhl'rt' was no virlut• in 111~ silt·m·t•. It
malh•r('(l not to a soul. Tht• lm t• I h't•llur I host•
profpssors of mint• I ll't not distort m\' vision.
But I pr<rv th.ll sut·h "'orlh) mt•n IJl' n•c·c·iwd in
a fashion tht•v so rit-hl~ dt'SN\1'. Don't disappoint nw. Your al'lions. not ~our words, shall!
judgt•ln.
Roger Seaman

------....::0.....-----'Pacific Spirit'

To the .Editor:
We have heard many people ask,, what
makes Pacific different from other u niversities? The stock answer, usually, is that it is
the "Pacific Spirit." We never fully realized
what this truly meant until AI was hospitalized early
in October. We cannot express how much the
many cards, flowers, and calls meant to all of
us. It is especially gratiFying that these came
frum every section of the University Community-fJom students. faculty, staff, and administrators.
If we are ever asked again what makes
Pacific different, we will truly be able to tell
thE'm what the "Pacific Spirit" really means.
The true meaning of the Pacific Spirit, as far as
\.ve are concerned, is exemplified by the care,
concern, and true Friendship shown us by
others on campus dw-ing the past · difficult
weeks.
With deepest appreciation,
AI, Cathy and Ken Warren

Deadline is Monday.
Phone your request in or bring
_to office, 3rd floor
North Hall

A Voice for Ray-Cal

'The Pacif\can

.fights policy violating
faculty
BY DEBBIE PALEY
PAUFIC.:AN REPORTER

To the Editor:

I have been attending the University o f
the Pacific now for four years and I am graduating this spring with a major in COP and
with a majnr in Raymund-Callison. I haVl' I'll·
joy.-d my experienc·es ht·rc both acadt>mically
and pNsonally and am glad that I l'anw to
UOP.
A major reason that I chose to come to
UOP was because of the existence of Haymond
and Callison t•olleges. Whl'n I arriwd ht'rt' I
bel'anw a part of tht> Ravmond CoiiPgt• Community although I was l,1king a COP major a t
tht·timt·.
I have consis.tently found Jhat my Raymond-Callison classes were extremely val uable,
interesting and illuminating to me. I have
found that the type of educati(ln that one can
receive a1 Raymond-Callison College is unique
and extremely valuable in these times . of conservative values, increasing specialization, and
narrowing of people's awareness of other cultures and other ways o f looking at the world.
I find that it is absurd the amount of
ignorance that there is in the world con\=erning the third world, and th~ amount of ignorance that there is concerning alternatives to the
usual views of our culture.
I think that
Raymond-Callison College must be preserved
and strengthened because with its elimination
we will all suffer.
Sincerely,
John Cosmos (Jake) Aller

A Vote Against 6

Three sJudent representatives for the Academic A ffa irs Comm ittee a,re available
throughout the week in the ASUOP O ffice of
Academic A ffairs for those students who feel
they have a professor who doesn' t adhere to
the policies stated in the Faculty Handbook .
Not widely known to those on campus is
the existence of the ASUOP Office o f Academic Affairs. Simated in the University Center, this committee takes care of all academic
p rograms such as calendar consideration, syllabuses, research surveys and grade grievances.
Director of the committee is full time COP
Jr. ·Gwenn Zylla. Having moved up from being Assistant D~rector last year , the position is
now held jointly by J ulia Yoshikawa and Kenneth De Shan.
Also unknown to much o f the smdent
population is the existence of the Faculty
Handbook. Though not accessible to students,
it is stated in the handbook that a t the beginn ing of each semester, each faculty member
MUST provide to students a course syllabus
which includes the following:
a) course objectives;
b) student responsibilities;
c-) where possible, all major assignments
and examinations ;
d) 'a clear statement of attendance policies;
e) a clear statement of grading policy .
"If you have a professor with whom you
feel your r ights are being violated and after
talking to them are unable to settle things in• .

dependently," says Zylla , "come talk to us .
Or if you feel uncomfortable approaching the
professor in the first place, Jet us help you. "
Says Zylla, " We're open to both complaints
an~/o r suggestions."
The Academic Affairs representatives are
there for students to voice their opinion. T he 1
Director's o ffice hours arc Monday 3-5, Tuesday 1-3, Wednesday 3-5 , and Thursday 9-11
and 1-4.
So if a student or a friend has a professor
who has fai led to. adhere to the abovementioned policies and wams to take action,
contact the ASUOP Office o f Academic Affairs .

Israeli lecture slated
8\ DLBI!tt 1-'AL~Y
I'Al ltltA ' Rl:f'OR f i:R

Edmund R . Hanauer, executive director to 1he Search for Justice a nd Equality in
Palestine, will be appearing in the University
Cenrer Theater at 8 p.m. on November 9.
- He will lecJUre to those interested in
Israeli relations among themselves and
those with other peoples of the world. Admission will be free to a ll ASUOP card
holders .
Having graduated from Dartmouth
College with .t B.A. in E uropean Studies
and a Ph.D . in Political Science from the
American University, Hanauer has had six
years of teaching experience;, published a
series of articles and made a number of appearances on radio and television.
Hanauer has visited both Israel and
Arab countries and h as met w it h
Palest inian and Israeli peace movement
leaders both inside and out of their respec-

Edmund R. Hanauer to speak as auest of
ASUOP Forum on National Priorities.
· tive countries. As I he Executive Director of
the movement, Hanauer lectures regularly
on topics rela ting to the Middle East,
Zionism and anti-Zionism, ~s he will on this
night .

Alpha Kappa Alpha Charter giv~n
The Mu Nu chapter of the predominantly
Black sorority, Alpha Kappa Alph a, was recently given charier on the UOP campus. '"
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority was founded
in 1908 and organized as the first Black sorority a t Howard University in Washington, D .C.
The purposes then, as they are now, are to promote high scholastic and ethical standards and
to pro·mott unity and friendship among college
women . The sorority is also concerned with
helping to alleviate problems concerning girls
and women, and the rendering of service to all

mankind .
Last month the members of this new sorority did volunteer work with the children's
home by providing reading, listening and musical activities for the children's enjoyment and
participation.'
Later this year, the members will be recruiting high school girls to participate in a
. national essay contest sponsored by AKA. The
· winners will be awarded scholarships and a
tour of the eastern portion of the Unit~d
States.

The current members o f the new sorority
include:- · Lori Braithwaite, Vollie Calloway,
Renee Chapman, Darise E vans, Dayle Fruqua,
Brenda McClendon, Karen McKinley, Judy
Owens, Ann Phillips, Michelle Richardson
S_~erri·Showes and Marcilina Spence~.
,
Throughout their activities, they will have
the assistance of their graduate adviser, Dr.
Juanita C urtis from the Mu Zeta Omega chapter of Stockton, and hopefully the assistance of
their Greek brothers, Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity.

To the Editor:
Your vote counts; vote no on 6.
This Tuesday is election day. All registered · voters please make. it to the polls.
Among the .many issues for consideration is
proposition 6. This measure is an abridgement of our human rights to free speech and
privacy. The initiative intends to ban all
school employees from homosexual conduct
or advocacy.
There are already laws to protect students from sexual approach of a teacher-. Also
the vague definition of homosexual conduct in
the initiative would allow accusations and
harrassment of all educators no matter what
sexual preference. For this reason a group of
UOP students encourage you to VOTE NO ON

In fact, even normal playback -without taking into account the quallty
of the atm.osphere these days- adds to the problem: the physics of
the situation make it inevitable that some of the magnetic particles
on your tape will rub off onto the recording heads.

To combat this unfortunate state of affairs,.Memorex- makers of
quality a(ldio recording tape- produces four products to help stave
off the slings and arrows of normal use or misuse. Cleaning kits for
your Strack and cassette machines, and a system for keeping your
records dirt- and dust-free. They're on special sale now at
Tower Records. Remember what cleanliness is next to.

6!

Dirt cheap

1.99

NO on 6 Chapter

UOPCampus

EACH

For a unique and enjoyable Christmas gift, we have a limited
-supply of LPs on colored 11inyl
for the following artists:
The Who
Devo
Linda Ronstat
The Stones
TheBeatles
... and more are comming. If
you're interested in a very special
gift... Picture disks a~e on the
way!!
Special Low Price on Columbia
$8.98 List LP's:
Billy Joel- 52nd Street
Ted Nugent- Weekend Warrior
Santana -Inner Secrets
Chicago- Hot Streets

I

Resumes, Term Papers, Thesis ·
Delta Typing Service
3131 N. ElDorado St.
948-1583
Corner ofElDorado and AlpineWithin walking distance/rom
Campus.
PleasoCall For An Appointment

'
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Academic Affairs

Mailbox

FREE
CLASSIFIED
A DVERTISING

AlTENTION all men: We need ptedaes aaain.
This time onJy ftvc out of fifteen accepted. No
prerequisites needed, however fins preferred.
We a<eepl anyone. Ask anybody. Trulhfully,
the men of The Middle House.

HEALTH Center is in terrible need of crut·
ches. So students please return all crutches
back to the Health Center.

November 3, 1978
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STOCKTON
6557 PACIFIC AVENUE
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K K cross Jigbting unsuccessful;

Recording Tape Bonanza!
/

ow to return to .Stockton

DOUBLE SPECIAL
on Ampex tape

thews' decision. The Klansmen did, however,
leave willingly without a disturbance.

BY JOHN A.DA.MS
PM.:lflCAN REPORTER

Members of the California Chapter of the
Ku Klux Klan were Oldered to leave a private
park on the South Shore of Lake Commanche
where they planned on holding a cross-lighting
ceremony. One park owner said his reasons for
not a\\owing the KKK to hold their ra\\y is
because he didn't want trouble.

Earlier that day Calaveras County sheriffs
required that KKK members leave their
weapons in a locked car outside the park.

Blank Cassettes., 8-Track, and Open Reel Tapes

Klansmen claimed it is their constitutional
right to carry weapons. The reason for carrying the weapons-shotguns, pistols and other
weapons-was for their protection against any
Klansmembers protested the park owner's
hostile action taken against them. Murrey said
decision. Jeffrey Murrey, Grand Dragon of
that , sheriff coverage for protection was not
California, said they had received permission
over the phone to hold their cross-lighting cere- • needed because they could take care of themselves.
mony.
"I ca\\ed up the park and asked a lady in
the office if the Ku Klux Klan could hold a rally
on the park camp grounds. I was told that the
park was open to the public, so it was all right
to hold our rally," contended Klansman Alen
Kreis, who made the phone call.

..

At 7:00p.m. that night, there were about
24 Klansmen already gathered and robed up in
the park, ready to start building the cr~ss they
were going to light. Soon they received word
froni Calaveras County sheriffs that they were
to disband and not hold their rally in the park.
"I don't want imy trouble in the park,"
said Jay Matthews,. one of the park owners.
"We never have had trouble here and I don't
want it now. This is a family park and w~ have
children, blacks and Mexicans camping here."
The $4 entrance fee was returned to Klansmen, who were apparently upset with Mat-

An organizer in the KKK, referred to as
a Kleagle, said, "We aren't discouraged that
· we can't hold our rally, we're disgusted. We will
still hold our rally despite the problems we've
run into with the Stockton City Council. We
are here to stay, and we will not leave. We will
return and retaliate in the name of Jesus Christ
and we will die before we lie down!''

Ampex 20:20t 2-Packs
Studio Quality Recording Tape
This.is a high-quality tape suitable .for horne 111usic systems
and all other purposes. The factory authorized sale price is
75% of the regular price oritwo-packs

owner's decision to ban them from the park.

Give-A-Book
Certificate

• A new way of giving.
• Redeemable at hundreds
bookstores across the
country.

Simple. Choose one of the handsome gift cards, designed by famous
book illustrators and artists, on display in this rack. Tell the sales.person the denomination of the gift certificate you want. Write your
own special greeting in the card. Seal. Stamp. And mail. No package
to wrap. No trip to the post office. No standing in line.
Economical. For the cost of the gift card plus the cost of a stamp less than the cost of mailing the average book - your gift is on its
way! There are no service charges to you, and the person receiving the
book gets the full value of the amount you paid for the certificate.
Certificate is redeemable at any /)(lrticipating store in the U.S.

Fast. Since your gift is traveling first-class, it will reach its destination
quicker than any package sent by parcel post.

BY JOHN ADA.MS
FA<.:IFICAN REPORTER

"For every one Klansman in the Ku
Klux Klan, there are 100 supporters behind
that one member. The support for the KKK
is tremendous. The only reason these supporters don't join themselves is because
they don't have the balls to do it," stated an
officer of the Ku Klux Klan in a recent interview with the Paciflcan.
The California Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan met in Stockton last weekend to participate in the lighting of a cross. The
reasons for the rally were to determine the
strength of the Klan in California through
participation, to signify that Christ is the
light of the world, and to recruit new members.
Jeffrey Murrey, Grand Dragon of the
California Chapter, stated that the Klan
began to get organized in California in early
1976. "Bill Wilkinson, the Imperial
Wizard, contacted me about gathering the
scattered members of KKK in California
and assembling them together. After we
were organized we began to expand our
. memberships.

"Membership is not that strong in
California yet, but it is building up. This
rally will be an indication of how strong we
are in California," concluded Murrey.
The Klan claims to be founded on
Christian principles and that it is a fraternity order promulgating fraternal conduct ,
and not merely a social association.
"We don't 'burn' the cross
necessarily," said a Klan Organizer, "We
light it, to signify that Christ is the light of
the world."
The Klan is international as well as
national. "Right now in Great Britain,
support and memberships are building up
and becoming quite strong as a result to the
recent immigration problems," said a Klan
organizer.
When asked about the morality of the
Klan, Murrey stated that the Klan b~lieves
in the separation of races. Each individual
race should have its own goals by being
se>parate. In response to what he knew
about the conduct of the Klan towards
minorities, mainly blacks, he said "The facts are unknown as to how the early KKK
members acteatowards the blacks, but the
blacks were very superstitious people at the
time, and the fact that men rode around
wearing hoods would inspire imagination."

-

.......

No-risk. Give-A-Book Certificates are a joint venture of American
Booksellers Association and National Association of College Stores.
They guarantee redemption or refund at full value.
When you think ofgiving a book, Give-A -Book Certificate.
We are proud to be a charter member of the Give-A-Book Certific~tte
program. Already over 500 scores in the U.S. are participating, and we
expect that number to double by Christmas. Certificates are on sale
now.
University Book Store
U111versity Cerna • Stockton, CA 9S211 • (Ul9)946-2J29

Ampex Plus Series 8-Track,
90-minute Cartridges
Good quality for home or car stereo

Sale 2 for $4.78
S~le 2 for $10:56-

Reg. $4.38 ea
W ere 2 for $1 1. 70

Sale 2 for $3.56
AMPEX

Introducing Ampex's Newest, Finest Quality Cassette Recording Tape
Mastering Quality
Cassettes

GRAND MASTER lr~o~
By Ampex

Thoughtful. . Give-A -Book Certificate lets the person who receives it
choose exactly the book that person wants at the exact moment. It's
the best way to know youve chosen the right gift.
Time-saving and worry-free. Give-A-Book Certificate takes the
guesswork, uncertainty, and indecision out of gift selection. No more
fear of duplicating a title already owned! It also allows you to give
books to the many people on your list whose reading tastes you may
not know!

90-min Cassettes
1800 Ft Open Reels

KKK leader speaks

Another cross-lighting is expected within
six weeks, as soon as Murrey, the Grand
Dragon, talks to the Stockton City Council
concerning the use of a public building that has
been used by the Black Panthers and the Nazi
Party.
One KKK spokesman said, "We will
return to Stockton, and we will have a place to
assemble because someone, out of the goodness of their heart, will give us a place to meet
and hold our rally."

Our sale prices are even better!

PHOTO .BY STEVE CHA.t-1

Pat Hamilton, KKK Kleagle (Organizer) at left, and fellow Klansmen express their disgust in the

Special
All Cookbooks
200Jo0ff

GRAND MASTER I will capture
the most accurate, realistic soWld
possible out of your equipment.
Find out what makes GRAND
MASTER the most popular recording tape in professional stuios worldwide.

You're ready for it!

GRAIID MAS11R D ...
By Ampex

Gran4}\l{aster ..
BY AMPEX
$4.17
$3.19

I AMPEX I
C60 length $3.27
C90 length $ ... 31

I AMPEX I
C60 length $3.20
C90 length $4.17

t_a,~•CJ Ccnwr • Scocboii, CA~ll t • fJD9) ~2J19

_
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University Book Store
Cnl'mny CentereSuxkton. CA9S2lle (209)946-2329

;::::;------.
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The top-of-the-line Ampex cassette. A high-bias tape delivering
superb high-end perfonnance.
High ootes will sotmd crisper,
roore true-to-ile than ever hebe.

Prices effective un til Thanksgiving
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Public·' s demand
~

I!Y LI NA AllOU-DHI:IK

UOP PHARMACY !"TERN

According to recenr medicalli leralure, vi ramin therapy is practiced by millions o f Americans , who depend on vi ramins as a basic part
of their daily nu lri tion.
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justified?

Ray-Cal requests
g i V,,~;,!!,rro• app;!~;!!!,L_
The committee' is also considering, President
Doizaki reported, a tuition increase of
In one of the shortesr Senate meetings in
$400-500 including a contingency budget and a
memory, the ASUOP Senate gave its unanideficit fund to cover rhis year's losses. Room
mous approval to the demands of the Rayand Board will go up by about $150-200 rhe
mond-Callison students 10 the Cluster College
Senate was told.
Committee. The report was presented to the
The Senate, after five weeks of considerSenate by one of the members of Ray-Cal ,
ation, passed without debate the resolurion reRick Brew, who asked the Senate to show their
commending a "NO" vote on proposition 6
support for the Ray-Cal srudents suuggles.
this november 7 due 10 " the curtailment of
The motion was approved with little decivil liberties for a substantial number of
bate in a roll call vote with no opposition . This
people in the Senare of California."
was the third meeting thai the Senate has con~
The 13 minimum basics to maintain the
sidered proposals helping the RaymondCallison cause.
Raymond-Callison tradition are:
The report of the Ray-Cal students asked
L Retention of current and proposed prothat the option for "interdisciplinary studies"
grams or majors,
be maintained through the Ray-Cal "style of
2. Retention of current faculty,
teaching" (small personal seminar classes) and
3. Maintenance of the flexibility in ed·
"the living/learning setting."
ucational options,
It was also felt, in the report, that t~e
4. A central office for the Raymond"breadth of study" provided in the interdisCallison faculty in the new program,
ciplinary teaching and "intercultural perspecS. Program control over its content,
tives" of s " self-educating community" must
6. An overseas option,
be preserved. To achieve these goals the re7. Joint appointment with COP and new
port listed thirteen basic characteristics that
program,
cannot be lo~t if the spirit of Raymond-CaJ...
8. Students of the new program shall be
lison was to be kept.
housed together,
It was pointed out in the conclusion that
9. A lunch room for faculty/ student exonce a new program is set up a commitment
change,
must be made to give the program a reason10. Lodge for faculty/ student exchvse,
able amount of time to establish itself before
. II. Strong student participation in policy
any evaluation. A request that a recruitment
formation,
effort based lt!.Ore in the new program be set up
12. Individual narrative evalutions,
because of the different type of student that
13.' ASUOP funding access.
should be attracted to the program.
The 8th meetilli of the ASUOP Senate
In other Senate action, the Senate rewas held on Tuesday October 31, at 5: II p.m.
ceived a report from President Keiji Doiza'ki
in the Redwood Room and adjourned at
and Senator Paul Vogelzang of the actions of
5:29p.m. with the following Senators present:
the University Long Range Budget and PlanAller, Brew, Duran, Fuentes, Grove, Kennedy,
ning Committee. The Committee is considerOmlans.lcy, San Nicholos, Stapleton, TredweU
ing the renevation of Anderson Dance Studio
Vogelzang, Spencer, and Conklin.
PAUFIC.:AN STAFFWRITER
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Senate soundings

Vitamin E:

·Recording Tape

Lead songer Jom Dandy of Capncorn recordtng artosls Black Oak

The Paci.fican

What's the point of spending hours taping
your favorite music, only to have the cassette
jam after a couple of plays? Use TDK AD
cassettes, and you won't have that l?roblem.
TDK AD cassettes are the normal b1as·tapes
with the electrifying high end-dynamite for
recording rock and roll. And you c~n ~se
TDK AD in any cassette deck. No spectal bias
is required. Try TDK AD cassettes now.

'

Scientists have !'ailed to show that Vitamin
E protects against miscarriages , ulcers,
diaberes and sterility . It has nor been proven
yet rhat Vitamin E can promote !>hysical endurance, enhance sexual potency, prevent hear! a ttacks, protect againsl air polur ion and slow the
aging process as it i~ often claimed.

The public's demand for Viramin E is unbelievably increasing. This would lead to man y
unanswered quesrions: What is this Viramin
E? What is il good for? Do you need it? Are
countless Americans waisting their money?

T he recommended dierary requ iremen ts(RDA) for infants liTe 5 1U (lnrernational
Un its = I mg.) of Vitamin E; for children 10-15
IU, and for aduhs 20-30 IU.

Vitamin E is a chemical in the alcohol
family rhar is soluble in fat. Its basic function
is as an antioxidant, which inhibirs the combination of a substance with oxygen, and thus acts
as a preservative. In this way Viramin E protects the degradarion of other vitamins. Like
Vitamin C, Vitamin E is readily oxidized, it
protects the other vitamins. It is soluble in fat
and is found in association wirh other fat soluble viramins.

A balanced diet will provide adequate
amounts of Vitamin E, as 600fo of it comes
directly or indirectly from vegetable oils such
as marg(ll'ine, salad dressings and shortenings.
Another IOCIJo comes from fruits and
vegetables. Smaller percentages come from
grain and other products. However some of
Vitamin E is lost in food processing.

Scientific research has proven the necessity
of Vitamin E for a balanced diet, healthy pregnancy, as a preventive rreatment of cancer, a
possible cure for muscular dystrophy and many
others. Due to its antioxidant properties it is
used in the expanding world of cosmetics and
helps in treating burns and skin disorders.

Clinical tests are still being conducted ·for
Vitamin E and verification of former claims
are still under investigations. The average consumer does not have to worry about lack of
Vitamin E because the amounr needed by most
people is satisfied by the average well-balanced
dier.

University Bookstore Prices

Al)C45
ADC60
ADC90
ADCJ20
AD 11-90 (8-track cartridge)

$1.13
$1.41
$3.57
$5.46
$4.15

Sorority pre-rush
begins next week
BY STACEY MOUNT
PACJFJCAN REPORTER

New This Fall!
College Store Brand
These cassettes are a good quality production of a well-known
manufacturer designed for distribution exclusively in college stores.

Economically Priced & Fully
Guaranteed Low Noise/ High
Output/ Extended Range .
45 mm
(ea) $1.07
60 mm
$1.17
90 min
$1.59
120 min
$2.09
Available Now at

University Book Store
Lnnoersny Cftlttt • Stockton.CA91211•1209) 946-23l9
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Delta Delta, Delta Gamma, and Kappa Alpha
Theta.

Sorority pre-rush sign-ups will soon be
taking place. They will be held Monday
through Thursday for the next two weeks. The
sign-ups will take place from 11-1 in the University Center, and again from 3:30 to 5:30 in
the Grace Covell lobby.
The so;orities participating in the pre-rush
sign-ups include: Alpha Chi Omega, Delta

When signing up, the UOP Panhellenic
Council noted that women should be prepared
to make a summkry of their high school and
college activities.

Star Bev~rage Co.

is pleased to announce
the appointment of
the Miller Representative for
U niv~rsity of the Pacific

The actual Spring Rush is slated for January 31, 1979, thro~tgh February 4, 1979.
For more information regarding pre-rush
sign-ups, students are urged to contact Dean
Kay Davis in the Office of Studen't Life.

Are Your
AUTO
INSURANCE
COSTS
TOO HIGH?

Special College
Student Rates
478-2450
Budget Payments
DUTCHER INSURANCE Agency
4600 No. Pershing Avenue
2 blocks from campus

.

Doug Nestler
946-2326

For a really great time, call your Miller Campus
representative. Find out what important services, equipment, and ideas can help make
your event a very successful one. When you 've
got the t ime we've got ...
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Volleyballers

l•un~.

Ht•giunal Planning Agent·~ gradu;~t!'d ;~nd got
into Han ;~nl. Bt•rlo.t•lt•y. ;.llld lin,tll~ tho'!'
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well
in
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acquire a new way to deal with a situation by
thinking and producing ideas.
Students try to come to their own conclusions about the material; they are not
specifically directed. For the non-major this
offers a good complement to their other courses.
There are so many programs that can
prepare a student for the job market. What is
most important however is a strong basis, plus
breadth and flexibility. One drawback is that a
great deal of success in developing a program
lies in the willingness of students to accept
challenge and variety.

In the study of relationships, one has an
opportunity to anticipate problems. In a
society which seeks to solve problems this
suggests an early advantage for the student
participating in. a curriculum based on sucli
studies.
The liberal arts program at RaymondCallimn College offers courses which are interdisciplinary, intercultural. and international.
This presupposes, among other things, a sophisticated introduction to the stuff of
disciplines, to various cultures, to various
nations-as much as can be expected at the undergraduate level.
.
In an educational community such as the
one at Raymond-Callison, the student draws into private and public analyses those many
issues which will later be considered in the
vocational arena. ,Such preparation speaks to
success.

9aryHowells
Basic skills are the key Ray-Ca l teache•
you how to think and adapt to a variety of t'ircumstances.
St~d-ents will be able to fit into new jobs
which require creativity and orginality. They

I think we're at a moment of history when
people ale scared of Liberal Arts because of the
emphasis on vocational training. We don't
know now what the jobs of the future are going
to be. They haven't been invented, so in the
long run, the richest possibilites, the best foundation, is in Liberal Arts. You learn how to
think, analyze, interpret, look up, find out,
compare...these skills transfer and are useful in
any field.
A person can't be educated in today's
world if he/she doesn't know of architecture,
math, science, economics, and international affairs-which centrally affect the lives of
everyone. Our students become more willing
than most to take risks, to undergo further
training, to start doing things that they have
never done and to help create jobs.
One of our grads, admitted to the Harvard
School of Public Health, told me " the work
world is composed of systems and most don't
know how to enter them. But at Ray-Cal, the
systems are so reachable that students arc not
afraid of them and just go out and enter them.
This is why they are so successful."
We hope to increasingly link the experiential with the theoretical elements in all
our programs. So far, not all students have had
internship or work experience, but we're
moving in that direction. We hope to add substantially to programs and internships and to
add Cooperative Education opportunities. In
the meantime, independent studies relate to
real life situations in the community, working
with Stockton City Planning, San Joaquin ·
County Planning, Tahoe Regional Planning,
and in the schools.

Gene Rice
The expertise in society is of work in the .
professiorr. I teach a course, Love and Work,
and have given it a lot of thowght. What people
need in education for the future is to provide a
breadth of understanding, the capacity to integrate and the abiltiy to adapt to radical
changes in life. and work. The old one life, one
career imperative no longer applies.
You will be locked in if you train this way.
The fundamental abiltiies needed in the future
world of work are: to think critically; read with
understanding; write persuasively, compute;
and most important, to learn how to learn.
This stresses the importance of participating in·
a learning community that cu lti vates
curiosity and the ability to relate to one another
effectively.
Ray-Cal addresses this fundamt>ntal need
in that we have programs which seek to
provide for the integrative ability to reach
across boundaries of knowledge, disciplines,
and cultures. This is critical for the future.
Majors such as Society and Policy are particularly appropriate preparation as thPy provide
a rich foundation and also give career dire-ction. These are the kinds of majors on which
one can build a full professional life and not
just the first job.
We help set up internships. These are
required in th<.' Societ} and Pol1cy major. One
student worked for the Planning DeAarlm<.'nt of
:-1. Y. Cftv and was pafc.l as a student graduate
of plann.ing and des1gn. :-low. w,ith a Ph.D.
from Har\'ard m thi' ar<.'a, he is thl' director of

Cortland Smith
What we an• going to see is the creation of
new positions as new art>as open up. TherP are
now intimations of tremendous interest in international trade from th<.' new regime m
China, which has one-fourth of the world's
population; and from Japan. who is the second
largest in trade with the U.S. Ghina just signed
a trea y with Japan and we're not in on it because we don't have enough proplc competent
in Asian language, culture and their diFferent
business practices and economic theory, to
meet them halfway.
·
This is a barrier to innm at ion As I h<:'
Director of lntNnational Trade for th< statt· of
Californid said m the Chrastian Sciem·••
~1onitor, such knowledge is becoming in·
creasingly crucial in world ahd u S husinC'>s
and e.pN.:iallv "'' he~c 1n Caltfornia II Wf' had
~

compete with the best."
. with Hawaii.
Today and tomorrow, UOP is competing
"It's ju~t a matter of time, though. .
in the UCLA Invitational which look~ to be a
Hawaii was a good experience for the girls,"
t O~J!h tournament.
Liskevych noted.
The tourney cbnsists of 24 teams, divided
up into four SIX-team brackets. "fbe teams in
UOP 's bracket include number one ranked
II straight points to dissolve a UOP lead and
Utah St~he, San Diego State and Santa Barbara
reverse momentum. She nearly matched this
State (both tOP, ten teams), Nebraska a nd
feat in the third match as she squashed another
Michigan State.
UOP lead with 6 straight,points on serves,
Since the UCLA tourney is double
The scores of the 2nd match were 15-10,
elimination, UOP will need to beat or split with
15-10, 12-15 and 15-5. Third match scores
Utah State or San Diego State to advance.
That will definitely not be an easy task.
were 15-5, 15-13 , J 1-15 and 15-1.
Nancy Lancaster was again UOP 's most
The tournament could determine regional
consistent player with her excellent seuing and
berths . UOP is presently tied with Stanford for
serving. Kim McDonald also played well, parsecond place in their conference with a 5-2
ticularly in the 3rd· match. Karen McKinley
record . First p lace San Jose State is virtually
and Patti Berg played well in the late matches,
out of reach, but the Tigers could rake the- at,also.
large berth for having the best second place
Hundreds are expected to run afowl in the
As for the overall series, Liskevych noted
record.
annual UOP Intramural Department Turkey
that UOP substituted more than Hawaii as all
Out of eight Western Regional comTrot Nov. 16, at 4 p.m.
' 10 Tigers participated in every match for
petitors, five will go to the Nationals and all
five usually 'comprise the top five in the counPacific.
According to lM director Kathy Simpson,
The coach also mentioned that ''(UOP)
try.
the course will cover 2 miles for men and one
played with them (Hawaii) in every part of the
UOP's current record is J 1-6. However,
mile for women . .
all six losses have come·at the hands of top ten
·game except back defense," and added that
teams.
"we're still making mistakes out of youth and
Simpson urges all interested to sign 11p
Liskevych noted that next year will be even
lack of experience."
immediately at the UOP Intramural office in
tougher as UOP has a home-away series with
Liskevych stated that the girls are playing
the UOP main campus gym.
both UCLA and USC and will also host a series
cl.ose-maybe one year away-to being able to

The key to education is early socialization
of a student into the intellectual system. ThP
close faculty-student interaction offered at RayCal encourages this intellectual enterprise.
Tutorial and seminar-style classes start at
the freshman level so that students can find out
what education is all about.
With our small faculty we interact across
disciplinary lines. The professors know what
students are getting in other courses. In class
the professors make connections to other
classes. Students learn to analyze in a more
than superficial way.
Students can tie concepts together. They ·
can see specialties from variety of angles.
This helps the students to become
professionals, rather than just technicians.
One drawback is that our system of instruction seduces students into thinking that
the world will be warm and cuddly.

1\ccording to Dr. Taras Liskevych, the
UOP women's volleyball coach, the UOP
volley bailers showed their "best play' since the
Nov. 6 ~J~atch against Stanford" during their
three match rendezvous in Hawaii with the
University of Hawaii.
_
Despite this outstanding play, the Tigers
dropped all three matches by identical scores of
3-1 . Hawaii is ranked anyw!Jere from second
to fourth nationally, and according to
Liskevych, "played a little better than
UCLA."
In the first match, UOP was defeated by
scores of 15-3, IS-1, 3-15 and 15-5 .• The jet lag
and humid weather, which the girls were unaccustomed to, hurt the team as they played just
hour~ after deplaning.
However, in the 2nd and 3rd matches,
Pacific's play picked up, despite the fact that
they were defeated almost singlehandedly.
Mary Ann Singleton, considered the
nation's top server, stifled UOP threats in the
2nd game in each match. At one poiiu, in the
2nd game of the 2nd match, Singleton scored

Trotters
to trot
for turkey

a

The sun.

.~

lfshot.
But itS not electric.
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John Williams
I think there is a massive myth that if you
have lots of specific skills. you will be more
readily marketable. But in the business world
the truth is that the necessary skills have to be
l.:arned in that context. On the job you move
up in terms of this. So we give an incredible .
array of flexible skills with which to go out in
the world.
What should be learned in a Liberal Arts
education are three dimensions- the conservative, the liberal and the radical, By radical I
mean the ability to get to the roots, to learn to~
think c1 ideally and analytically. Th1s is
necessary to the first two. You look at the past
in terms of what bt>st elements and values to'
conserve. This liberates one from those dead or
no longer appropriatE'. You can't do one
without the other: they are all connected.
The survival skills are the ability to convey
such thinking by clear, concise writing. And to
see and !lnalyze problems so you can come up
with intelligent and communicative solutions. '
These are crucial in the larger job market And
man} in' the business world don't have them , or
do only minimall) .
Thest> skills can be learned in history,
literature. biologv,etc. Ray-Ca l 1s unique in
contributing, in addition to thesP, the ability to
think from a variety of perspectives. The tendency, if ) 'OU major in one discipline, is to learn
of just one or two paradigms within it. We are
interdisciplinan and intl'rcultural and our aim
i~ to de•elop m~ltlple persrX-ctives for problems
and solution, to find the interconnections
Our aim is to build on these dis<·iplines b)
sdf-<·onscious dcvdopm(·nt of these perspcc-

I

Some solar technology is
already here. If you want to heat
your home, your water su'pply or
your swimming pool, you can buy
solar units today that will do the
job. PG&E 1s currently involved
in more than 80 solar projects to
help Californians make better use
of these heating systems.
But heat isn't electricity.
Manufacturing electricity
from the sun's rays is a lot further
off. The technology is not yet
developed to convert the sun's
energy into electricity in an efficient and affordable way. Meaningful amounts of electricity
won't be coming from solar
sources before the end of the
century.
PG&E is working on such
projects. For example, we are
partners in building an experi-

mental sunlight -to-electricity
plant that will produce small
amounts of power by the early
1980's. But the cost of this electricity will be about 30 times as
much as that from a new conventional plant.
According to government
estimates,even by the end of the
century, the sun will provide no
more than 10% of our electric
needs. In the meantime, we'll
need government approvals to
build conventional plants to help
meet your growing demands.
If you have any questions
about Solar Energy, write PG&E,
Box 3728, San Francisco, CA 94106.

Until solar electricity is ready,

we must build other kinds of
power plants. PG~E
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Debbie Botto:

Portrait of an all-around athlete
BY LAUNA CORNWELL

November 3, 1978

.,rP_..r _ ,, , ,

The Pacifican

An even dozen things to do

to help relieve .the post-test blues
•·

HLIS/',1\~A

PAt.:U'J<.:AS H!ATI!RE£01TOR

There are few people who are versatile
entugh to play three different sports and play
athletics every semester while attending college
full time . Debbie Botto is such an individual.
Botto is a S'S" junior and a native of
Stockton. She graduated from Stagg High
School in 1976 where she starred in volleyball,
basketball and softball.
"l enjoy all the ~ports l play." said Botto.
"No one sport stands out, 1 think I'm best in
softball."
Botto said her friends originally influenced her to play volleyball and basketball. "But
softball was a little different ," Botto contends.
"My aunt played in the 1930 World Series (in
Chicago) and she influenced me in a way
because I always wanted to play softball. l
thought this sport really goes some place," she
added.
As a collegiate player, Botto has played
basketball and softball her first two years. She
is presently playing field hockey. Botto is one
of only three rookies on the squad.
"Frustration" has been Botto's biggest
obstacle with hockey. " You expect yourself to
be able to do too much, too soon. Field hockey
had its frustrating moments, but it was easy to
overcome with all the help my teammates gave
me," commented Botto.
Botto did not expect to play this season in
field hockey. Not only does she play. but she
starts. Thus far. Botto has four assists and one
goal. She scored her first goal last week~nd
against Sacramento State at the Ashland
Oregon Tournament.
"When Debbie started the season. she had
never held a field hockey stick in her hand,"
commented Coach Doris Meyer. "Debbie is
such a good all-around athlete, that she was
able to pick up the positioning assignment.

Her speed and quickness," continued Meyer,
"is probably an innate characteristic. Her
determination and competitive attitude she
probably learned from other athletics. She accepted (being coached) in such a complementary way."
Botto admits that most of the players give
her advice.
"lf I' m getting frustrated, someone will
come up to me and say 'Hey Botto, do it this
way.'" Botto added, "It's just like having 17
coaches.''
Botto likes to think of herself as easy
going. But she contends many people probably
would not agree with her.
" I like to think my presence has a good ef' feet on the team," said Botto. "I like to
talk-! don't like too much silence. l like to
know the team is with me.''
Botto is earning a degree in speech and
hearing pathology. This five-year degree will
enable her to work as a speech therapist in a
school setting, hospital, or clinic.
"l 'm really hoping to coach some day,"
said Botto. I think l need training. I don't feel
because a person is an athlete that they can
coach. The best way for me to find out if I
have coaching potential, is to be an assistant
coach. If you're good, people will know." She
added, "I'll probably start off with softball.
I'd also like to coach a basketball team."
Botto will be one of the many returning
veteran softball players in the spring. She started in center field most of last season, and
backed up shortstop. Botto considers the best
part of her game to be "defense and speed on
the bases."
"I think she made all-conference (team)
last season because the C'oaches in the league
were impressed with her defense," said softball

Hey people , it's Friday! There's a weekend on the way,
If you 're still feeling
a nd you' rp breathing a lit tiP Pasipr now that midtprms a re ovPr. kind of tense from lateStill, you l·an 't help ft-eling a littlt> bur.ned out over thf' whole night cramming, walking is
affa ir.
Truck on
a good idea.
So maybt> the partyin g caught up with you and you didn't down to the mall and do
do so wPil. Fret not! It's still f'arly Pnough for you to make some window shopping. Or
you r resolutions for the end of the yea r. But thr> bummed-out take along your cookie-jar
feeling pers ists. What can you do righ t now , this weekend, to
stash and buy that tie
pick yourself up a little? Follow me, I've got a dozen thing~ for y ou ' ve been wanting.
you to do .
When you begin to feel
ti red , you can sit in the cenIf yo ur pocketbook is smelling of the green stuff. why not take a ter of the mall and peopledrive up to San Fransisl'O? Treat yourself to a fpw museums. watch. Find out what it is
a rt ga lleries, perhaps lunch at a sidewalk t·afe. An a fternoon in sociology rnajors do in their
S.F. is likely to let you forget tht> rest of the world and enjoy spare time a nd why.
yours<>lf for awh ile.
A dri ve in the country-there's one that apThere's a lways Tahoe! There ha, been snow a t t he lake for
peals tO' most everyone. Just
a few days now, go on out for a trek in it. Just being away from zip on out witho ut a destinbrick walls and conc rete for a while will allow you to a ir out a tion and let yourself go
your thoughts. Friends make good snowba ll fight companions, where you will. You may
too.
discover a new restaurant
A woman for all seasons. Debbie Botto has had hardly a season's rest since beginning her athletic
career at Pacific. Bouo has participated in basketball, field hockey, and softball for UOP.
coach Jacy Showers.
Showers expects Botto to be a team leader
this year. Showers is hopeful that Botto's batting will improve to further compliment her
outstanding defensive play.
"I think Debbie is an unselfish player.
She doesn't see herself as a star," said
Showers. "I think she's more interested in the
team concept than in proving herself individually.''
Botto also played basketball her freshman
'and sophomore years. She shot 47 percent
from the field and had a free throw percentage
of 47.0.

Botto likes basketball because " It's fast
moving and full of action . It's just really an
exciting game," said Botto.
Botto likes team play because she likes
working together with people as a unit. "The
spotlight isn't always on you. The glory is
everybody's glory," she said. "They're pulling
for you, you're pulling for them (teammates)
and everbody's together," Botto added .
Players, coaches, and spectators seem to
agree that Debbie Botto is not only an asset to
any team she plays on, but competitive and
skilled enough to help those same teams be sue=
cessful.

lf you want to stay in Stockton and ha ve no transporta tion
but your trusty Ad idas.there's a small park ac ross the campus
on Alpine Avenue. Tell me you've played on swings or a slide
recently, a nd I'll polish you r watchband . Wha t do you think
keeps kids so happy? They know how to have fun and have it
right. Join them for an afternoon and get some of the weight
off your shoulders.

Played miniature golf recently? You could probably find a
few fr iends in the dorm willing to test their skill against yours.
Pack up a few and head for the green!
A drive in the country- there's one that appeals to most
everyone. Just zip on out without a destination and let yourself
go where you will. You may discover a new restaurant or a little boutique. you never can tell. Even if all you see is blue sky,
you can 't g? w!?ng.:.

Field Hockey fares
well in Oregon Tourney
In the words of Doris Meyer, the women's
field hockey coach, "We finally put it all
together at Ashland. The hockey looked just
great."

Wapolos blanked in
PCAAplay
After finishing last in their conference
with an 0-6 record (an unprecedented Tiger
water polo mark) the UOP water polo team has
its work cut out f or it when it competes in the
PCAA championships, November 17-18, at

Olone College in Fremont.
The Tigers dropped all four matches last
weekend to drown all hopes of swimming out
of the cellar.
Long Beach State started the assault on
the Tigers by defeating them 16-10. John
Drake scored three goals for the Tiger cause
with Jeff Sealy addin_g twQ.
UC Irvine then displayed an awesome of-

fense by trouncing Pacific, 22-5 . According to
coach C onnor Sutton , The team "was looking
past that game to the next day." Irvine is
tough , though, as they have beaten last year 's
number one team. Cal. Irvine will probably
place m the to p four nationally.
UO P then traveled to Pepperdine to face
the host team and Air Force. Pepperdine
defeated the Tigers 16-9 as they o utscored UOP
6-2 in the fourth quarter. UOP led 4-3 a fter the
first quarter and then lost the lead for good in
the second. In the third period, UOP came
back to pull within one at 8-7 and had a chance
to tie the score with a penalty shot. Then the
shot and the momentum shifted to Pepperdine.
Against Pepperdine, Steve Mix scored
three goals to pace the Tigers. Jeff Chung and
Jeff Bergman scored two apiece.
Air Fo.rce then defeated UOP 15- 12
despite Bergman playing his best game of the
season, as he s.c ored six goals. Chung added
two for UOP.
Coach Sutton said that the Tigers "played
pretty well and improved on things they were
doing" and added that, " we're going to surprise some people at the tourl\ament - we're
not as bad as the record implies."
Sutton feels that what they need is a "full
four quarter effort," adding that "physically,
we' re consistent but we're making mental
mistakes."
A change has been made from the original
water polo schedule. The Nov. 4 Alumni match has been moved to Nov. I I to coincide with
Homecoming activities.
The Tigers will face UC Davis on Nov . 7 a t
2 :00 at the Paci fic pool.

UOP competed with four other teams
(SOSC, Willamette, Sac State a nd UC Davis)
and "really jelled," according to Meyer.
." They played aggressively and learned to
score- the defense marking was very tight,"
Meyer stated and added, " the back up of the
front line gave offensive depth. ••
UOP tied SOSC, 1- 1, to open the to urney
as Jill Moore scored the sole Tiger goal.
The Tigers then defeated Willamette
University, 2-1, as Moore scored both goals for
UOP.
UOP tied Sacramento State, 3-3, wit h
Moore, Debbie Botto and Lauree Rockwell
each scoring a goal.
Morr~. a co-captain, was one of the top
players in the tournament. The other cocaptain, goalie Lesleigh Franklin made 45 saves
on 91 shots on goal.
Meyer claimed that overall, " It was a
super team effort," and praised every member
of the team .
The Tiger's final 1978 home game will be
tomorrow versus Chico State. Game time is
noon on'the South Campus field.

or a little boutique. you
Miniature golf can turn into bl& fun with a lhely partner or two. This Is Golftand Arcade, on
never can tell. Even if all
Hammer and West Laaes, open until II p.m. Friday and Saturday niahts. Admission after 7 p.m.
you see is blue sky, you
is$2.25.
can't go wrong.
Okay, so you're bummed over your midterms because you
Weather permitting, spend the da> at the pool! The whole
didn' t feel comfortable about your answers and you think you
key to relaxing is making 'your body feel better. Swimmiug is
blew it. Or you've realized that you're not getting what you
the most perfect exercise anyone could ask for, it works all the
wanted out of a particular ·course. I have ready-made success
pa rts of the body. inside as well as out. And sleeping in the sun
here; for a feeling of accomplishment, clean yo~r room! The
never hurt anyone either.
result of the physical energy you'll spend will be a nice environment and a lighter load.
Discover the quiet of the library. Pull out a dozen books on
Have the clouds cleared up? If so, head for the grocery
your favorite subject; whether it be mythology, witchcraft,
store to pick up picnic supplies. Stash a few sandwiches and a
whatever. Donate an afternoon to the soothing of your mind
six-pack (of Pepsi) and follow the direction of the park. If the
by reading for pleasure.
~louds do reappear, you can take off your shoes and run in the
rain. People don't do it just to be silly... it's fun!
Here's the last of our dozen, and probably the most pop.
Here's another good one in case of rain; spend the day
ular. Tomorrow morning, don't get out of bed. There's really
alone in your room with a hot drink and your favorite albums.
no place you have to be, no one you have to see, just drop right
back to sleep. Sound good?
Dedicate an entire afterSo there you have it, a dozen ways to get rid of your postnoon to YOU. You don't
midterm blues. Whether you choose to step out somewhere or
even have to answer the
enjoy the quietude of being alone, let this weekend work for
phone...how's that?
. you.

FOR
MEMBERS ONLY
- THIS IS NOT A "UMITED TIME SALE" - -

This is a partial list only.

COMPACT
1'HJ

·.rJ.ill.!lB"
.J:s'i
U.QUJU.D

.

BLACK WALLS & WHITE WALLS
25,~MII.E TREADWEAII WARRANTY

Tubeless blackwalls and whitewalls
llfet1me road haza rd. workmanship
and materials warrant1es

MOST CAAS.t.ROTRUCKS
1Mvt1 and Sno... t"es "OI •,.cluCJe d 1

S t2E

600-12

560-13
600-13
P155t80D-13

The soft riding radial tire
· that you can afford. Utetime road
hazard, workmanship and materials
warranties.
SIZE

Clothes

04·113·13466

1 48
1 54
1 56
1 43

F E.T

POLYESTER
4-PL Y POL VESTER
II.OOCHil£ 1IIUIIWUII WARRANTY
Black wall A dependable tire at a very
popular pnce. Lifeume road hazard.
workmanship and matenal warranties.
SIZE

GROUP PRICE

FE T

19.48
21.77
23.32
24.70
25.56
26.49

1 69
I 93
2.13
2 26
2 42
2 45

A78-13 . .
C78114. .
E78-14..
F78-14. .
G78-14 . .
G71-15.

STOCKTON (95204) ·
4137 Coronado Ave.

(209) 465-5616
WEEKDA YS - SAM lo 6PM
•

Venetian Gardens

FET

18.60
18.60
18.60
20.60

CoBYealc•t Loeatlo-

whose lifestyle demands

1503 St. Marks Plaza

GROUP PRICE

. 1 . 84
2 26
· 2 ·36
: :51
2
. 2.65
. 2.82
. 2.45
. 2. 75
2 .94
. 3 .08
. 3 22

for the man
the best of everything.

GROUP PRICE

560-15 . . . .
19.60
600-15 . . . .
20.60
•Add $2.00 for whitewalls

TAKING ADVANTA GE of the sunshine and the weekend, these studeats bike their way to the
pool. Should you decide to do the same, take along a friend, backgammoa, lunch, or all three.

Soccer team
takes on
St. Mary's
After a much-needed week o f rest, the Tiger soccer team will go back at it this week as
they play host to St. Mary's, Saturday at 2:00
p.m . on the UOP soccer field.
The Tigers will then go on the road for the
final time in 1978 as they will travel to Santa
Clara on Nov. 7. They will then return home
for their final three games.

IT IS CAPITOL'S CONTINUOUS PROGRAM - -

SATURDAY

8AMio 5PM '

MEMBERSHIP IDENTIFICATION IS REQUIRED

CAPITOL T . - SMES/WAREIIOURS,..:
~·~andw_.DoocountTlr•Progrom

•

BECAU SE OF FlUCTUATING MANUFACTURERS. COSTS OUR PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTI CE

'

SL. 6

ENTE R TAINMENT
,

r

' f .JaqwaAON

)

UOP vs. Utah State:

PCAA title on the line
BY JEFF JARDINE
PAl"Jn(.AN SPO RTS EDITOR

Homecoming Concert

McRae tickets
now on sale
Tickets are now on sale for the November
10 Carmen McRae concert at 8 p.m. in the
Conservatory Auditorium. The Homecoming
weekend concert will also feature the UOP Jazz
Band in their first performance this year.
McRae, who recently appeared at the
Monterey Jazz•Festival, has been acclaimed by
Time magazine, who described her as a singer
who "molds the song's line and beat like a
favorite sofa pillow."
Tickets for this special concert are available at the check cashing booth in the University Center, BASS ticket outlets, Miracle Music,
and Bill's Music, and are $1.50 for ASUOP
card holders and $5.00 general admission.

Choral groups
to perform

play mistake-free, and can't be on the field
most of the game. They will have to force Utah
State to make the mistakes, and with some ballcontrol help from the Tiger offense, they can

stop the Aggies and then come home to coofirm the PCAA title against San Jose State
Nov. I I in the homecoming game.

Utah State is 3-1 in PCAA play, while San
Jose State is 1-1 and plays Fullerton State, who
last weekend blasted Fresno State 37-8.

Record review

A rotten 'Tormato'
BY TIMOTHY JONES

University of the Pacific choral groups
will present their first Stockton concert of the
school year on Tuesday, November 7, at 8:1_S
p.m. in the Conservatory of Mus1c
Auditorium.
Dr. William Dehning, director of choral
activities will direct the University Women's
Chorus ~nd the A Cappella Choir in the
program, which will be open to the public
without charge.
The 42_voice chorus will sing music of the
20th Century. Songs by Americans Dani~l
Pinkham and John Carter will be featured, 1_n
addition to a work by French composer FranciS
Poulenc.
The A Cappella Choir of 38 voices will
present the program that was performed ~e
cently in San Francisco at a special centennaal
concert for the I00-year-old Conservatory.
The program includes works by Burtelude,
Brahms and Britten, and it was critically acclaimed by the San FnndKO Chronlde in a review that said the choir sang "most expressive y an smooth y . .

Laying its 3-0 Pacific Coast Athletic
Association mark on the line, the UOP Tigers
face the Utah State Aggies in what could prove
to be their toughest physical game of the year
Saturday in Logan, Utah.
Both teams are coming off wins last
weekend as Utah St. defeated San Jose State
31-21, and the Tigers dropped Hawaii 27-17.
Utah State is a very talented team that has
lost only one game this year and has defeated
the likes of San Diego State, Wyoming,
Brigham Young, Colorado State, Miami (Fla.),
and Idaho State, along with last week's win
over San Jose State. They were upset by Long
Beach State, on Oct. 14, and with that loss,
also gave up their No. 18 national ranking.
The Aggies are led offensively by quarterback Eric Hipple, who threw for two TO's and
ran for a third against SJS, and Rick Parros, a
junior running back who gained over 1000 yards rushing last season .
But more important
physical defensive club. They do, however,
seem to be relatively vulnerable to the long
pass, which is about all Long Beach State has
to offer, and used effectively in upsetting the
Aggies.
So you're saying to yourself, "Pacific
should be able to beat these guys on the
bomb." Well, back it up a bit-Pacific isn't
going to beat anybody with a bomb. The
Tigers' receivers just don't have tht' speed, nor
will Pacific quarterback Bruce Parker have the
month off to wait for them to get open deep.
The Tigers will just have to keep doing
what they have been-hitting the backs out of

the backfield, and using the tight end, and
hoping like hell thar rhe Aggies haven't figured
out a way to stop them.
.
Pacific's running game has done well
because the defenses are concerned with the
backs as receivers more so than rushers . A
good example of this was the Fresno State
game. Fresno's defense was spread out all over
the field, allowing Rich Phillips to rush for 107
yards. Pacific, for the first time since the ice
ages, isn't afraid to put the ball in the air, and
rhat has been the difference.
The mail service has been somewhat better
this year, as Parker has thrown for 15 touchdown passes, and should move into first place
as UOP's single-season TD pass leader. And
Parker, wirh three TO passes against Hawaii,
moves into second-place with 15 behind Stanford's Steve Oils in the NCAA TO pass
category this season.
Enough from the department of education
and warfare-and on to health.
Two Tiger backs are nagged by minor injuries; Phillips took a helmet in the back last
week, Levell Quiller has a hip pointer, but
Pacific lost David Edwards who suffered a
knee injury that may require surgery. Add
those to the perennially sore knees of Mike
Colton, and that leaves only two healthy running backs-Ross Perry and Paul Schreiner.
Against Hawaii the UOP defense played
admirably out of a realigned 6-1 formation, as
freshman Stan Shibata intercepted a pass in his The Postmaster. UOP quarterback Bruce Parker bas dell"ered lS toucbdowa puses Chis RUGa,
first collegiate start, and senior Jimmy Hughes and ranks second In tbe nation bebllld StaJJford's Stne DUs. He is j ust one TD pass short of Eddie
LeBaron's ttU7 record· of 47. Parker wUilead the Ticers tn their quest for the PCAA cllampionhijacked two.
To beat Utah State the defense will have to ship- sometbln& that has eluded the Tigers slace t11e Jeacue's Inception In 1969.

I'ACitiCAN STAFF WRITEit

Tile category of "English pr~ rock,"
once fresh, variated, and inclusive of what~ver
couldn't be classified elsewhere, seems destmed
as of late to steadily codify itself into one
tedious cliche. The kingpins of British avantgarde (Yes, Genesis, ELP, Gentle Giant, King
Crimson, etc.) have stunted the growth of th~ir
original offshoot by channeling ~ost energy 10·
to technological enhancement (t.e. moog synthesizers, other sound innovations~ of the same
format. Eventually, a sound whtch had been
progressive became so identifiable and full ~f
conventions that it might just as soon be classified as a type of English folk music (folk in its
broader sense, meaning culturally indigenous).

This format in fact draws much from
English musical heritage: borrowed elements
from !6th century polyphony, the balla~ic
tradition of Dowland, Morley, and Byrd, wtth
tts abundanc... of triple time, as .,.ell as a ~em
b1aau...Df~a;

"awifll'

'OQ'uP'fl(ll'ft"Ans

of a Handel or a Buxtehude. The perceptio~
that these styles could be gloriously synthesized
within contemporary rock scheme was well
founded. But the assimilation of these styles
has been at best uneven (Kieth Emerson came
closest) often resulting in verbose and directionless works, which accomplish nothmg
beyond heaping detail upon detail.
Yes; whose intricate, run-on suites ·have
always been in desperate want of overall contour and breadth, were very much on the right
track with "Going for the One," released last
year. Finally there was an llnderlying bigo~
upon which the fragmented but often quite 10ventive miniatures could ride.

FOOTBALL PLAYER OF THE WEEK
J.i mmy Hughes

bolero; superfluous non-melodies, all too obviously the last and least byproduct of the
~usic· exasperating falsetto which never
relieve~ itself of the listener by slipping even for
a moment into a comfortable range.

The inanity of the lyrics is absol~tel~ embarrassing. The silly raga-rock fuzz guitar IS the
worst. Its horrendous tone and out-of-tune
notes are merciless, and the producer should be
Unfortunately, Tormato lacks almost any
ashamed that such nauseous guitar solos. ~ere
redeeming qualities. All the deficiencies of Yes
allowed. Finally, the trite wordplay of torare brazenly flaunted: purposeless and rammato" i~ further beaten into the ground by the
pant key and meter changes; endless syncorny album cover.
copations , which, in stead of eventually
I find no foundation, no overall
re plv og back to underpin the meter.
congruity, little depth, scope, or anything else
d
• f .f)q~~-pf~te, .,, ,~;e . •
•~M<t-~i'ftM~f a ,. to rfall¥,gr.abp1111J.!O TQ~.atil,.••• • • · • •

The 6-2, 195-pound defensive back from Morgan
Hill intercepted two passes that set up scores in
UOP's 27-17 victory over Hawaii last week in
Honolulu. Hughes also registered 12 tackles.

---·-··------ .. ··-- - ·----·---·- ·- -- ·--
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Prepping for the "Pit.I'The UOP basketball team is getting ready for the season opener less than-~
month away when the Tigers face Nebraska-Omaha Monday, November 27, at the Stockton Ch•lc
Auditorium.

UOP hoopsters
prep for opener
BY MIKE BROSS
PACIFICAN SPORTS WRITER

In the horse races, it's "Post time." For
Stan Morrison and the UOP Tiger basketball
team, it's "Pit time''- or almost "pit time,"
as the Tigers have begun workouts in

preparation for the 1978-79 season opener
against Nebraska..Omaha in Stockton, Nov.
27.
Two star players from last year's squad,
George Fowler and Russ Coleman, have
been lost to graduation.
Head Coach
Morrison, who will begin-his seventh season as
the . Tiger mentor, feels he has eJ;)ough good

players to fill the shoes of the almost unfillable
duo.
"Losing the two great players will put an
extra burden on the entire team," .said
Morrison. "It will also change our style of
play somewhat.
"I feel we will be a stronger rebounding
team from top to bottom. We snould be more
versatile in most areas of play and we may
show more of a press on defense."
One 'of the strengths from last year's
squad should remain a part of the team, according to the coach. The 1977 club broke the
school record for field goal percentage by putting a sizzling 813 out of 1682 (.483) shots into
the basket.
"We're an outstanding shooting team this
season," explained Morrison. "I expect to see
us break the record again with the fine shooters
we have.
"I really like what I see at practice. The
team has worked hard there and on their own.
I've never has a team in as good of physical
condition before a season had begun. They
have been running and playing basketball most
of the summer to be in the shape they are
today."
Otl"l,er than being physically tuned, 'the
coach feels that the team has the mental and in·
tellectual aspects of the game down very well.
"This team is smart. They can handle them·
selves in pressure situations by not losing their
cool and thinking out each circumstance that
arises.
"The players also have a high level of
competitiveness. They're a group of hard nose
battlers that ii dedicated to playing basketball
to the best of their abiliti~. They are confident
that they can and will get the job done during
the season.
Tough competition stands in front of
Pacific's chances of having an excellent season.
Two of the top ten teams in the nation, accor·
ding to pre-season polls, are scheduled to play

UOP in non-league contests.
Conference play should be challenging for
the Tigers as coach Morrison considers the
PCAA "one of the best basketball leagues in
the country."
"Fullerton -State's play in the NCAA
playoffs brought our league national
recognition. This helped the teams convince
some of the best players in the western states to
play at the respective schools.
"One magazine picked us to finish in fifth place. I feel the competition for the title will
come from three groups of teams.
"Long Beach State should be the
favorite," stated Morrison. Returning for the
49ers.are first team all-PCAA Francois• Wise
and second teamer Mike Wiley, both forwards.
"In the second group are Utah State and
Fullerton State. Utalr State ended with a 21-7
record as an independent last season and
should be very competitive in the PCAA race.
Fvllerton State was the Cinderella team of the
NCAA playoffs and lost only two lettermen
from last year's team.
"I feol we belong i!l the third group with
Fresno State and the University of CaliforniaSanta Barbara. All three of the teams should
have a decent shot at the title. According to the
coach, UCSB has made itself competitive
through a very good recruiting year and Fresno
State will try to repeat as league champion with
returning aii-PCAA forward Art Williams and
nine new teammates.
Good recruiting is one of the major
reasons why the coach feels the conference
should be thought of as one of the toughest
leagues.
Coach Morrison feels that his team, with
top recruits Benny Buggs, Lee Smith and
Norm Edwards, could be the surprise of the
league. He stresses the point that each of the
players from the team last year has improved a
good deal.

Ron Sperring: _Baseball Expert
BY MIKE BROSS
PACIFICAN SPORTS WRITER

The 1978 PACIFICAN World Series contest has been won by a 21-year-old computer
science major. Senior Ron Sperring's prediction of a New York Yankee victory with the
total score of 35 runs to the Los Angeles
Dodgers 28 turned out to be the closest to the
actual score (Yankees 36, Dodgers 23).

·Padfican- What method did you use in winning this contest?
Sperrina- Two different ways assisted me in
reaching the correct prediction. My knowledge
of computers was a great asset, along with help
from my brother.
Padflcan~ How did your brother help? .
Sperrlng- My brother Rob plays baseball
professionally for the Houston Astros. He
called me up before the series started and told
me it was fix~d . He had the approximate
scores of all the games and who would i)it the
bomeruns in every contest. I wanted to win
very badly, so I wasn't about to turn down his
valuable information.
Paclflcao- How did Rob learn of the scores?
Sperrina- I'm not sure, but I think he said
something about his hanging around Billy Martin after the regular season ended.
Paclflcan- What were the computers use~ for
if you already had the total runs scored from
·
you brother?
Sperrlna- Just in case Rob was wrong. Also,
I feel I can trust a computer more that I can
Billy Martin.
.
Pacllican- How, specifJCally, were the computers used? ,

Sperring- First I gathered all the data of the ·
Yankees and Dodgers, both individually and
teamwise. After plugging in the dimensions of
both Dodger and Yankee stadiums and the
career statistics on how each player has done in
the ball parks, the computer was ready to do its
work. I came up with the numbers that matched my brother's prediction: Yankees 35,
Dodgers 28.
Pacifican- How do you account for the six
run error in yo~r prediction?
Sperring- The Dodgers five runs were lost in
two games. Three more runs should have been
scored in the third game. The computer and my
brother knew Ron Guidry would have difficulty. 'The Dodgers were robbed by the great'
glove of Craig Nettles. The two other runs
should have been scored in the fifth game when
the Yankees blew out the Doogers 12-2.
Pacifluo- What made for the prediction of
New Y,ork scoring 35 runs when in fact they
scored 36?
Sperrloa- I didn't expect Reggie Jackson's
right leg to freeze when the ball was heading
towards it.
Paciflcan- Has winning the contest changed
your life at all?
Sperrl•&- The contest didn't, but the bets I
made in Reno did. 1 had my spring tuition
riding on it. The price of an education at UOP
has gone up so high that I had to resort to
gambling.
Parlflcan- Would you recommend gambling
for everyone?
SPerrlD&- No, 1 wouldn't. There's a science
involved. Not anybody can jump right in and
become a winner. It takes time. I lost
thousands of dollars when 1 started and the
PHOTO BY ROBERT POE
beginner must expect to lose big, if he wants to
Is lie part computer? A professional gambler? An American Lea&ue "laformaat"? Or Is he just
win big. 1 also wouldn' t recommend it for
an onliul')' guy wbo makes a IIvia& by winning contests? ·Whatner the cue may be, be Is Roa ·
youngsters. Only the ex~rts can bet consistenSperrlag, IR wl•acr of tile Padllcaa's World Series eoatest from a few weeks back.
&ly~
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Stanley Turrentine
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friday, November 3
film: "Gone With the Wind," UCTheatre, 6& IOp.m.
Exhibit: Jim Perrizo Art Exhibit, UC Gallery, reg. hrs.
Concert: Gilbert Reese, Community Concert, Conservatory, 8:15p .m.
Drama: "The Member of the Wedding," Stockton Civic Theatre, 8:30p.m.
Drama: "Laura," Pine Alley Theatre, Lodi, 8:30p.m.
'
Saturday, November 4
Exhibit: Jim Perrizo Art Exhibit, UC Gallery, reg. hrs.
Film: "Gone With the Wind," UC Theatre, && 10 p.m.
Clinic: Good Emergency Mother Substitutes, Long Theatre·, 9 a.m.
Museum: Pioneer Museum and Haggin Galleries, Victory·Park, 1:45 p.m.
Drama: "The Member of the Wedding," Stockton Civic Theatre, 8:30p.m.
Drama: "Laura," Pine Alley Theatre, Lodi, 8:30p.m.
Sunday, November 5
Exhibit: Jim Perrizo Art Exhibit, UC Gallery, reg. hrs.
Film: "Gone With the Wind," UC Theatre, 2 & 6 p.m.
Service: Sacrament of Reconciliation, Morris Chapel, 7 p.m.
Mass: Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
Concert: Arlo Guthrie, Old Waldorf, 8 & II p.m., tickets $7.50'at BASS outlets
Monday, November6
Play: "The Toy Shop," UC Theatre, 7:30p.m.
Recital: Florie Rothenberg, Conservator; Auditorium, 8:15p.m.
Exhibit: Jim P~rrizo Art Exhibit, UC Gallery, reg. hrs.
WINTER TERM ADV ISING
Tuesday, November 7
GENERAL ELECTIONS
Concert: UOP Jazz Band, UC Patio, noon
Exhibit: Jim Perrizo Art Exhibit, UC Gallery, reg. hrs.
Daaclna: Folk dancing, El Centro, 7 p.m.
Film: ·"W.R. MysteriesoftheOrg," UCTheatre, 7:30& !O:OOp.m.
Concert: A Cafpella and Women's Chorus, ConsP-rvatory Auditorium, 8:15p.m.
Wednesda) ,November I
Exhibit: Jim Perrizo Art Exhibit, UC Gallery, reg. hrs.
Meeting: Religious Lib, Anderson Y, 6 p.m .
Film: "Tristana," UC Theatre, 7:30 & 10:00 p.m.
Event: UCPC Night Club Night, UC Rathskellar, 8 p.m.
Thursday, November9
Exhibit: Jim Perrizo An Exhibit, UC Gallery, reg. hrs.
Lecture: School of Education Workshop and Lecture, Common Room , 7 p.m.
Seminar: "How to Play with Others," Place TBA, 8 p.m.

Changing
with the
Times
BY JOE ANNOTTJ

PACIFJCAN STAFF WRITER

Stanley Turrentine returned to the Bay
Area last weekend on his curcent nationwide
concert tour. Opening the first of a threenight, six-show run at San Francisco's fabled
Great American Music Hall on Friday, Turrentine displayed his remarkable talent as a jazz
saxophonist, while also revealing the changes
his music has undertaken the past five years.
The Stanley Turrentine Quartet, a tightlyknit group of musicians that has been with
Turrentine for the past two years opened the
show. The quartet warm.yd the crowd with a
smooth, comfortable jazz sound. It was a
summer's day sound ; a wind blown ride in a
convertible or a hot run behind a blazing ski ·
boat-not intrinsically deep or moving, just a
carefree good time.
Turrentine took the stage and command
of the show after the IS minute opening number. He moved through several of his more
popular cuts from such albums as "Nightmoves.''
" sax solos throughout the first
Turrentine's
half of the show were clean, fresh, and very
polished: jazz wizardry personified.
The second thirty minutes, however, were
a different story. The energy seemed to.leave
Turrentine's saxophone. He was unwilling to
let loose with that killer solo that would have
brought the house down . Some of this lost
energy was picked up by keyboard player and
co-writer John Miller, whose piano and syn~hesizer_playing earned him several ovatiOI,!SThe material of the second half of the set
was also a let down. Rather than stick. with h is
own material Turrentine chose to go with
other, possibly better known songs. The

· baf1d's version of Weather Report's classic
"Bird land " was adequate but not o verwhelming and the inclusion of a top-forty disco
cut was downright unneccesary. One wonders
why a man that has written so many brilliant
jazz pieces would want to opt for other, lower
quality material, some of which cannot be considered jazz.
Turrentine, like ~o many modern jazz
musicians, has given up his traditional jazz
roots and shifted ·to a jazz f)lsion theme, i.e.
more slickness, less improvization. This "new
jazz" has made tremendous inroads into the
American jazz market. It is far more accessible
to the new or untrained jazz listener (though
sometimes disappointing to the traditional jazz
fan) thereby inviting a whole new field of
listeners to take part in jazz. With this new
market opening up record sales of jazz and
fusion have climbed steadily as more and more
Americans find the new flavor of jazz. This
alone is enough to make some of the older,
traditional jazz musicians make the crossover
to fusion .
The change from traditional jazz to fusion
is not neccesarily a bad one. The music - particularly Turrentine's-is appealing and infectious. But traditional jazz is a very pure and
solely American musical phenomena and 1
would hate to see. that purity and uniqueness
fused away merely for the sake of air-play or
album sales.

l.!pcoming
at the
U.C. Cinema
Programs co~ncil

Thi~ weekend's film, "Gone With the
Wind", Jtas a running time in ex;cess of three
hours. because of this, the show times have
been rescheduled to 6 and 10 p.m. on Friday
and Saturday, and 2 and 6 p.m. only on Sunday.

DOlT
IN
THE
DARK FOR
Y2 THE PRICE!

• • • • •

The Programs Council Cinema Committee presents two nights of controversial films.
On Tuesday, November 7, "W.R. : Mysteries
of the Organism," and two shorts, "Thick
Pucker" and "Schmeerguntz" appear, and on
Wednesday, Novembe r 8, it will be
"Tristana." Showtimes are 7:30and 10:00 and
th~ price of admission is a mere 50 cents.
THE TUESDAY NIGHT MOVIES MAY BE
OFFENSIVE TO SOME PEOPLE
"W.R.: Mysteries of the Organism" is a
film about world revolution and the power of
Orgone. "Thick Pucker': and "Schmeerguntz" by Nelson a re " ... assaults on the view,
almost designed to offend .. .'Schmeerguntz'
sees excrement as a literal metaphor for the
whole materiality of our culture."
"Tristana" by Luis Bunuel, starring
Catherine Deneuve, Fernando Rey, and Franco
Nero, is a scathing chronicle of lives which are
quietly destroyed by the moral code of a
corrupt society. Spanish with English subtitles.
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Coming hOme to

HOMECOMING!!
our dreams come true'
PJJOTOS BY JORGE RAY A
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR
TEXT BY KKLAPARDA
P ACIFICAN REPORTER
How about a quick trivia quiz? Who was the Homecoming Queen of 1970·71? AI Janeen Krabbenschmidt, Bl Kim Bradstreet, q Phyllis George, Dl Marie Osmond, El None of the above.

If you guessed AI Janeen, you would have been close. Ms. Krabbenschmidt was the 1969-70 Home·
coming Queen and the last to reign until the 1977·18 Queen, Kim Bradstreet was crowned last year.

Janell Weide
From Dos Palos, California, Janell is a senior majoring in Special Education.
She is a member ~f Delta Delta Delta sorority, and will graduate this May to
pursue a career working with handicapped· children. Her hobbies include
danci-"'. skiing, and traveling.

Question number two: Historically, what sort of activities have taken place on the Friday b~fo~ the
Homecoming game? AI Greek bouse decorating, Bl An all·campus barbeque, Cl A pep·rally in the Conserva·
tory, Dl A giant Freshman sponsored bonfire on the Levee, El All of the above.
The correct answer is El All of the above. Yes, Homecoming was a great big deal to UOP, collegians and
alumni alike.
Historically, Homecoming was a weekend to write home about.
But what happened?
Earth shattering protests? Were; aU these traditions dropped at one time? Not exactly; in the true spirit
of UOP, they just fir;:r;Ied out.·

Chenoa Crockett

.

Born in Heidelburg, Germany, but recently from Salinas California Ch~noa
is the ?ldest of 3 children. This freshman Communicatio~s Arts maj~r enjoys
baseball, football, swimming, sailing, and all kinds of music. She is pursuing
a Public Relations career as a hand promoter, and hopes to learn to hang·
glide.
.

The Homecoming Parade was truly a special event, with every Greek house entering its own float, not to
mention enthusiastic dorm participation. Saturday evening's All-Campus Dance was the social event of the
semester. They'd hop 'n bop in their ~ffeta and bucks, the foothallteam had won back ~e Bell.
The tradition of passing the Bell between UOP and San Jose State started in the 1920's. When UOP
moved from San Jose to Stockton, a rivalry started b etween the schools. A group of San Jose State collegians
came to UOP and stole the Bell from Archania. After futil~ attempts to retrieve the clanger, UOP settled for
a gentleman's agreement th~t gave possession of the Bell to the winning team at the Homecoming game.
Even today, when San Jose plays for our Homecoming or we play for their's, the Bell is the prize for victory.
Twenty-nine girls were present to be judged on a speech entitled, "Why I want to be Homecoming
Queen". The girls' speeches were judged on inspiration, content, and enunciation, with adjudicators using
a number-code scoring system.
After all the candidates spoke, the eleven judges' scores were totaled. The fourteen highest scores were
selected. Of the fourteen contestants, six were Freshmen, two were Sophomores, two were Juniors, and four
were Seniors.
In 1970, it was felt that a Homecoming Queen was a sexist -role and therefore discriminatory. The
Homecoming Committee met and by a simple majority vote, decided to drop the Homecoming"Queen.
But times and people change. This year the contest for ·Homecoming Queen is sponsored by th~ Univer·
aity Center Programs Council, in conjunction with the second Annual All-American Homecomin3 Queen
contest. Each living group and club received a memo from Vincent Orange, Homecoming Queen contest.
Chairman, and they were asked to nominate one or several girls as po11ible candidates for Queen.

Lisa Coruccini
Usa received the President's Honors at Entrance upon enrolling at UOP this
fall. Her hobbies are skiing, traveling, music, and football. ~business major,
she hopes to go to law school in 4 years.

Chairman Orange said about the contest, "I think it's going very well. It takes intelligence, courage,
and pride to be Homecoming Queen. All these girls are exemplifying these qualities in their quest for the~
crown."

ShulaAllen

A self-proclaimed jack-of·all•trades ~but master of none~. Shula is from
Pomona, California. She is the treasurer of Lambda Kappa Sigma Fraternity,
and the past Vice PresicJent of Delta Sigma Theta Service Sorority. She will
graduate from Pharmacy School this May with plans to design a Drug
Awareness program for young adults.
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Kathy Sullivan
Coming from South Lake Tahoe, it's no surprise Debra is a competition skier.
She is a member of Delta Delta Delta Sorority, and recently directed a KUOP
Childrens Radio Theatre. A senior Communication Arts major, she has plans
to do graduate work at USC before pursuing a public relations career.

Raised in Clayton, California, Kathy is a 19 year old sophomore at UOP.
She is majoring in special education, and hopes to pursue a career in this field.
Kathy, who is a member of the Council for Exceptional Children, also serves
on the Student Alumni Council. Her long range goal is to teach the educable
handicapped.
•
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Terry Mastellos

•

A freshman from Norco, California, Terry is a Biology major and enjoys
skiing, swimming, and riding hones. Terry's long ranse goal is to be speech
therapist and teach both children and adults ~ho have speech problems.
•' J
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